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Busines'S and Foreign 'Languages Tie the Knot

at Nazareth College: aFour Year Program Model

Countless artit have been written about Americans' scandalous in-
,

-x

'competence in foreign languages and its impact on our security and our

economy. Not speaking the language of our interlocutor or trying to reach

him through a translator is an arrogant attitude which puts us in ludicrous

situations and costs us millions of dollars. 'Body by Fisher" became

"Corpse by Fisher" in Flemish, Schweppes Tonic was advertised in Italy as

"Bathroom Water ";' a laundry soap ad in Quebec promised users "clean geni-

tals." The President's Commission of Foreign Languhges and International

Studies underlines the "serious deterioration in this country's language

and research capacity" and it continues "our lack of foreign language

competence diminishes our capabilities,in diplomacy, in foreign trade,

and in citizen comprehension of the world in which we live and compete."

We welcome the public support but we:should let be naive and hope for

a sudden renaissance of language learning. For many students a foreign

language is still and unnecessary. burden, a painful experience with no

reward.

In the late seventies we realized, at Nazareth College, that many:

students would coltinue their study of a foreign language if they had the

opportunity of combining that study with a career-oriented disciplind.

Furthermore, some of the international corporations based in Rochest0,.NY
4

V

did point out that we trained excellent language experts, but withouqiny

business formation they were unemployable.

When the Business Language concentration proposal was presented to

the Department for discussion and approval, the reaction was favorable.

The Business department was very cooperative and the proposal was approved

4.
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by the Curriculum Committee and the faculty body.,

,te

Nazareth College is an independent liberal arts college for men and

women located in Rochester, New York. It was founded in 1924 to educate

women and became co-educational in 1973. The college has always empha-

sized career preparation solidly based in liberal studies. The liberal

arts curriculum is compatible with preparation for such careers as busi-

ness administration, social work, nursing, etc.

We created our Busine's-fflanguage program to attract, new students and

to increase the relevance of foreign language study for the students who

did not want to teach. Foreseeing a greater need for language teachers

in the eighties,ike maintained our traditional programs leading to a

teaching certification through our Education Department. Though it appears

that a great number of foreign language teachers will be needed very short-

ly in the State of New York, most of our students choose the Business Ian-.
.)

guage concentration.

When we designed the program we emphasized the significance of both

.

cultural and linguistic,competence, the former being as impOrtant, ifnot

more, as the latter. A few summers ago I spent one week at one of the

most important French Advertising Agencies, Publicis. I was invited by

the Director to attend a meeting between the American Director of Colgate

Palmolive France and the personnel of the,. agency to discuss a new pub14-

city campaign. The conversation was conducted in French and in English.

The American businessman explained his strategy 'to launch a new publicity

campaign. .His plan was 'clear and exhaustive, 'and he was thoroughly under-

stood by his interlocutors. They indicated that such a strategy was
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probably the best approach for an American market, but that it would not

be veryvery effettive in France. He would not listen and iviilof of money was

spent to obuiin meager results. Understanding and speaking the language

is a necessary goal, but knowing and accepting the foreign culture is also
10%

of the utmost importance.

Our goals included the following:

solid groundwork in basic grammar, vocabulary, and cul\ure.;

introduction to commercial language, business concepts and

practices as needed for translation, oral interpretation, cor

respondence, document evaluation, etc.;

internship with an international coigany during one sem

The demands are rigorous and amukun.t almost to a double major for the student,

since he/she must fulfill most of the requirements of a business major as

well as most of the requirements of a language major.

Two options are available:. a Management Science major with a concentra-

tion in modern foreign language, or a major in modern foreign language with

a concentration in business management. Both programs are popular among

students. About half the students who major in a foreign language choose

to study in the business management concentration.

Students in both programs must gain competency in reading and conversing

as well as to be able to negotiate a business deal in a foreign language.

They aie encouraged to spend a year abroad in a country where the language

they are studying is the native tongue. Superior students in the foreign

language-business programs have also been placed in internships in Belgium,

Spain and Germany.

C
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Description of the program

I. 'Freshman level

A. Foreign Language, Intermediate level: a comONQhensive review of

the principles of grammar. Practice in comprehension and conver-

sation through vocabulary building and reading selected passages

in the target language. This course is common to all the language

programs,
I

2 semesters: 6 credits

B. f Ecortics: Principles of Economics I, Macro: basic macro-economy

theory, structure and function of an economic system, national

income analysis; money and banking; fiscal policy.

'1 semester: 3 credits

Economics: Principles of Economics II, Micro: basic micro-economy

theory, supply and demand analysis, analysis of the individual firm

and the individual consumer. Basic elements of international eco-

nomics.

1 semester: 6 credits

II. Sophomore-level

A. Foreign Language: Advanced Composition and Conversation: systematic

review of grammar and composition. Analysis- of literary selections,

documedts, reports, and professional articles. Practice in compo-

sition of reports, articles and original writing. The course en-

courages general discussions on. basic topics. Special attention

is given to vocabulary and sentence structure. The class discusses

and practices the forms required by convention in social and offi-

cial life. Topics include introductions, invitations, telephoning,
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polite conversation and formalitie.

% 2 semesters: 6 credits

B. Commercial language: An advanced language and area studies course

specializing in terminology of business, economic structures, import-
.

export trade, reports and busidess correspondence. *In French and

Spanish this course prepares the student for the Chamber of Commerce

and Industry diplomas. The course is taught exclusively in the tar-

get language.. It includes the writing and translating of business

letters and other business-related documyts, and comparative studies

of the foreign and american economic systems.

2 semesters (required course): 6 credits

C. Management: Principles of 4anagement: The fundamentals of organi-

zation and administration planning, organizing, directing, coordi-

nating, and controlling contemporary business activity.

1 semester: 3 credits

D. Accounting: Principles of Accounting: ACcounting principles ale

practices, including worksheets, adjusting and cLubsing entriesl

controlling accounts. The student is also introduced to the voucher

system, systems control, payroll accounting, partnership anJ cor7

poration.accounting.

1 semester: 3 credits

III. Junior level

Our most important ingredient in our concentration is the Junior abroad.

We have established our own nine-monthS study year in France in colla-

boration with the Universite de Haute7-Bretagne in Rennes, France.. The

program is designed to furnish a total cultural and educational ex-

A 4.
perience and to help the American-student achieve three basic aims:

A ,
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a) fluency in the language

, 11) understanding ofthe people and their culture

c) a deeper awareness oth of hims of his own culture.

A fundamental principle of the program isto help each participant build

alactive life for himself in the community' independent of other Americans.

All courses are given in the target language by native professors.

A special program for foreign students is provided as well as the regu-

lar university offerings Jor qualified individuals. The core program

includes the following basic courses which vary in degrees of complex-

ity and intensity:

- Language Composition

Conversation Structural analysis

- Phonetics

- Literature

Contemporary French Civilization and History

Economics and Business

Translation

For rile business students special emphasis is placed on civilization

and economics.

A. Civilization and Culture: A study of contemporary political, economic

and,social institutions at the local, departmental, and national le-
,

vels. The students will study the whole spectrum of the press.

Topits presbnted and discussed include:

40 The political parties, their:alliances and programs..

- The study Of the powers and functions of the government and of

Ole constitution.

/ 70.
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The local communities, thein functions and powers, how they

relate with the central governmerft.

- Unionism in the, economic social and political spheres of life.

2 semesters: '4 credits

I. Economics 7 Marketing.

Basic economic vOcabulary.

- The banking system and stock

The economic systems, capitalism and.social4sm.

The budgetary system on the national level.

- Interaction of the Common Market countries..

Cu'rrent events and their economic consequences. :

The total system of interacting business activities, planning,

pricing, promotion and distribution of goods and serviceA to

consumers.

Similar programs are available in Germany and Spain. This summer

we will provide. for our students a Summer Program in Madrid in co-

operation with the EIS (Estudio Internacional Sampere). The EIS is

t)

language institite, accredited by 'the Spanish Ministry of Education.

The program is designed for Spanish majors. Spanish and Business or

Business Administration majors; professionals, pre-professionalg and

those who teach or plan to teach commercial/business Spanish. The

program eMphasizes the language and vocabulary pertinent to the world

of international business, trade, bqking,, accounting, marketing,

etc.

0
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The following courses are-offereon'.

- Contemporary Spanish language, stressing grammar, composition and

conversation from beginner to a( d levels.

- Commercial /Business Spanish: conversational and written language

for busipess administration and, international trade students.

The students can select a general survey course or concentrate on
, .

one area of study such as Purchasing, Sales, Accounting, Marketing,

Banking, Tourism, Insurance, Administration, Public Relations,

etc.

-4Bi1Ingual Commercial Correspondence:

a ii

busmess letters, reports, resumes,

translating and writing of

marketing presentations, etc.

Spanish for Management: an in-depth study ,of .Spain's economy,

bus4ness customs and practices.

Spanish Civilization: a study of national and international current

events, as they affect Spain and the Spanish people. It includes

a series pf. seminars on history, economics, literature, "political

science, sociology, etc.

IV. Senior level

A. Foreign Language: .Translation and Interpretation: Ah introductiob

to translation and interpretation technique's through implementatt6n

Of basic principles of appl(ed linguistics,and comparative styli-S-

tics. Practical training at various language levels in a bilingual

classroom atmosphere.

2 semesters: 6 credits

s.,

As
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B. Foreign Language: Literature: A literary panorama of the twentieth

century through the critical reading and analysis of representative

novels: dramas and poetry.

1 semester: 3 credits

C. Statistics: Emphasizes.descriptive statistics, probability, corre-

lation, estimation and several types of hypothesis tests.

D. Internship: On the job experience with a local business or organi-'

zation to observe management operation. The students are placed

Nit in multinational or internati corporations where they will be

given a chance to practice their knowledge of a foreign language.

They spend at leas( 12 hours per week on the job, with schedule and

location arranged by the internship coordinator in collaboration

with the Language Department.

This coming Fall two new business courses will be offered:

International Marketing and International Finance. They will be

required for the Business-Language students.

12
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Let me °share with you a
6

Some variations In the sequerie

standard foiMat for the Lariguage/Busiaess program.

,model' degree program,

and Special Field) must

of courses taken is polvible within this

but the essential rilirements (Core, Depattmental
,

.

be held to.,
.

Freshman'Year

Courses Credits,

English 6 0

.Humanities 3

iMath/Science , 3

Intermediate Language t
Edonomies 6,

.Science Core. 3

Freshtlan Seminar .3

Junior Year Abrdad

Courses

Humanities -40t,

(Culture & Civ.)
Language
Economics
Marketing
lxiterature

Credits

6

6

6

6

6

1

Sophomore Year

Courses

Humanities
Commerdial
Adv. Com.
Managentent,,,

Accounting
Electives

Language
& Conv.

Senior Year

Courses

Transl% & Interpr.'

Statistics
L4erature 20. 'cent.
Business electives
Electives

Credits

9

6

6

3

3
3

Credits

6

6

6

6

6 V

t In dition to the major programs we offer a foreign ),anguage concentation

to go with the Management Science Major. The sutdent must be at the inter-

mediate level to enter this program which requivs,6 cli.e.dits Advanced Com-

POsition.and Conversation, 6 credits Commercial Foreign Language, 3 cre-
.

dits CAture and Civilization. Three additionql credits at the 200 level

or the 'Foreign Language Literature 300 orip00 level are recommended.

In all of these programs the core fs the business curriculum. Courses

are requII.ed in business and management, economic systems, money; banking,

business finance and marketing. The Woreign Languages DeparTment offers.

a coordinated series

vide 'the

of courses beyond the intermediate level that pro-

a
stt: alent.with the linguistic skills and cultural background ecessary

1.3

4
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to cope with the following needs(

1. adequate general language mastery in the four skills alit the target

language. 4

2: a more speCialized lexical and syntactic competence in the area of

buSneAs, economics and management.

3. general cultural, background with an emphasis on contemporary'

w)c1.4,1,and economic factors.

4. intercultural sensitivity.

The.J.anguage core consi4 s.of four semester courses with a prerequisite

f of third-year proficienCy. e aim of the third and four -h' semester courses

is to provide more advanced training. in linguistic performance. To achieve'

thig goal the students spend one year abroad.

..41

The language coursesfqrm an indispensable component of the program.

The typical monolingual student entering college will be involved with the

target,ranguage every semester in college and will spend at least onb se-

racer, preferably. one year, abroad.

While the thrust is'towards multi-national cOrporation, the major also

prepares students for other executive careers with various international,.

agencies.

I

The Rochester area executives say that foreign language skills wi

'continue to be in demand in the coming years andthat the United States

businesses must send representatives to live in foreign countries and speak

the TanguageS of those countries if they succeed against overseas

competitors. Jeff Merrill, manager of international sales finance at Harris

Corporation, RF Communicationsibivision says: "If I: were poking at two

1

/ 76-
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people who were equally qualified from a business standpoint, and one spoke

a foreign language, I would cer.tainly hire the person speaking another

language."

In'conclusion,.I would like to give' you Aw guidelines to be used in

preparing such aiirogram proposal:

1. A clearly stated purpose with a narrative description of the. goals

an objectives,of the proposal, e.g. it responds to a specific career re-

paration.need of students as described and verified et. al.

I I

The sponsors should present specific and verified data which will in-

v. dicale thi magnitude of the student interest. .Information supporting curri-

cular responses on other campuses should be reported and documented.

If the proposal is a response to a career preparation need, the employ-

merit market should be described using data secured.from experienced place

ment officers and reports from statelp.nd federal agencies whose function it

c is to project the employment market in standard categories.
4

2. The impact of the proposes.: If the teaching load into be assumed

by#present faculty, it should be indicated how it would be absorbed by spe-c

cific positions and what would be the effects upon current teaching loads.

If new faculty position(s) are contemplated, they should be described

in terms of academic preparation, degrees held, field experience, previous

.teaching experience, entering'academic level to be assigned and related

matters.

If the proposal invd4lves interdisciplinary teaching, or might do so in

.the future, the results of consultations N.A/fth departm'nts and instructors

involved should be reported. The degree.to which existing faculty could

C

40.
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1' f
bring special strengths to the proposal should also be outlined.

' 3. Library and Media Services, special facilities and equipment. The

data shouldbe sufficiently specific so that cost-estimates for both start-

up and 'ant-mai maintenance may be determined.

In our effort to reach out to the world of commerce and industry, we

might have to'tde some "hard selling" techniques. If we expect our students

to enter the battlefield of business we, as teachers, should get acquainted

with the game and accept its rules.

146

I

Octave G. Naulleau
Nazareth College4
of Rochester

5
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INTRODUCTION

The Cultural Cap

Not until recently, the West, particularly the United States,

was the leader .in international trade.

After World,War II, Americans often had the best prices and

products - they could do business anywhere in the American style

beca.use the demand for their products was high and because they

took advantage of the old "British Empire": English is the

trade language because Leaders in international trading'speak English.

Iut now, we find that many products made outside the

United States are often better than their American counterparts.

'Further, most countries around the world want to be recognized as

independent and fight to be considered as such. As a result, other

styles of managing people and of trading are gaining acceptance.

American methods are no longer the rule and English is no longer

the sole language of international business.

' In a More highly competitive international workplace, we must

take seriously into account the cultures, values and priorities

of doing business in foreign countries. But how can we learn to

(aP
perform well abroad, where people have many different points of

.view? To function successfully, we must observe and adapt to

cultural differences and we must keep in mind the following:

We are all creatures of culture and culture is learned
throughout life.

Cultural values are different.

To succeed, we must learn and understand these differences.
Therefore we must ask questions, watch, read and listen.' .

Learning the everyday is the most important way to succeed
abroad!

18



Taobridge the cultural gap, we must learn other languages so

that valuable linformation is 'not lost in translation'. 'Phe best

way 'to learn is t.o learn directly. from the people of.the host

country!

Therefore, my purpose today will be to share our Approach

at EUA and the methods of three other schools from around the

world for implementing a new educational experience in international

Management. 'Our goal is to bring students abroad and to teach

them business management concepts from the perspective of the

host countries, as ,they live and participate in the new culture.

To set the background, I'll firs't give you some thoughts

about. international management practices. In affec theoretical

management techniques are almost the sameiteverywhere. It is the

application of these techniques which is different and which takes

into account the cultural background. I'll then focus on the need

to break down the most important barrier to a better understanding

of a country's character the language barrier. I'll,show you

how, far all these reasons, education requires a new approach' to

international managepent.

In the next segment I will discuss our "Integrated International

Program" - the concept and the imple,mentation through several

. programs. I wil k about our international struCture -a consortium
.

of several. business high schoolsInd univer ities world-wide, and

-!I will emphastze'one example of our program called "Management

Multinational program - 1984.". This program provides, to a grOupof

25 men and women, international business practice through six
tb,

months spent in San Francisco, two months spent in Tokyo (where they

are at this moment!) and twomonths in Geneva before returning

to Paris.

2. 19



To conclude My speech, I'll discuss developmekotal projects

aimed at a better understanding and respect of other countries.

1,c. So What Have We Noticed?

1. Theoretical Management Techniques are Almost the Same
Everywhere.

When we look at theoretical management techniques, whether

they are,

Quantitative methods: operational research, computer
science, accounting...

Finance and control: audit, budgeting...

-- Business marketing: marketing mix, product research,
distribution effect'...

Production organization.:.

And so on and so forth,

we observe a cross-fertilization all over the world and from

country to country. Every businessperson, in trying to be better

'than the competition, has to look for new methods and to bring

into his company new methods that are working elsewhere. For

instance, it is not possible to doubt the impact of the Jap ese way,

of management on American companies - the introduction of quality

.41.;

A

circles and the development of human resource studies to better

the health and productivity of workers.

But what is very interesting irk this case is that ihese

so-called "new methods" are, in fact, only the application to

Japanese culture of.theories of work behavior developed in the

'United States during the 1950's. These theories were developed in

opposition to Taylor's way of managing people.

Similarly, the emergence of computer science and other,

quantitative methods are just the application of old theories to

3. 20
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to new imituations. Certainly thete is nothing more universal
4 r"than mpthematicor logic.. Again, we see a cross fertilization

of various cillyres to iMprov won traditional methods of
Business Management,

2. The Application of Business Management Techniques isa Product of the Cultural Background.

At this point then, the questions, are why the application of
busintss management techniques vary so much from one country to
another, and why cer.tain methods succeed in one.country and not
in another. The answers are found in the cultural foundations
from which these application methods arise:

-- Why are quality circles a success in Japan? B ausethe structure of day to day life is based on con ensusand the willingness to always produce a high qua ityproduct.

- Why is the sense of organization so recognized inGermany? Becaue the language and the society isso structured, so straight and 'so clean.
A

-- Why are Americans so action-oriented? Because theUnited States is a young country oriented towardsyoung people and business. (Why waste time in politicalargumentation if you have more incentives and canearn money in business?)

And so on and so &orth.

For the above reasons it appears to us that, although

theoretical management techniques could be learned anywhere,
the methods of their application can only be learned by

living abroad and seeing first hand'how the theories are integrated
into the culture.

4. 21
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3. Language is the First Expression of a Country's Character.

In order to bring students abroad to learn businest management

in an inteehational character, we must break down the most important4-

barrier to the procesi of mutual understanding between forOign

countries: the language.

.Although it is possible to fin'd textbooks and professors

who speak 'one's language, it defeats the purpose of studying

wabroad if one does not learn in the language of the host country.

To dootherwis,e would merely perpetuate ancient errors and failures,

and the goal is not obtained. Writers, professors and translators

are filters. They can't be completely objective because they are

products of their own culture and they can't teach you the day-to-

day behavibr of the society which enables one to grasp techniques

and apply them in the right way. Therefore, students of international

business should learn a foreign language in high school.

,Moreover, if you want to trade with a foreign country, you

must understand the national language it is a question of respect.

If you only-Idant to do business to make money, don't expect to

make any friends.' Learning the language is more than an economic

/considera on. It is a human consideration!! Generally, the

bUsinessperson who car) converse in .the langUage of his client will

be more successful than the one who cannot.

4.- A New Approach to Formation.

The growth in the seventies of mult4national industry has'

rendered traditional'educa methods, particularly in the

area of business managemen lete. Therefore, we are tr9ing

to Ue'fine a newt approach. We found that the traditional at;:mpt.,;
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/at international-education (int/r-ational internships and student

.exchange programs) led to a reater accumnlation of theoretical

knowledge without ensuring a global education which was sufficientl,

integrated. Educational research by senior, managers, Deans, university

professors and others evolved in the direction of integrated

international programs. Thus, the conso5tium of "universiAos

libxes internationales" was born. The component members of the

conscth ium haire the following shared characteristics:

-- As "universites," they do researh and ,instruction.
-- As "fibres;" (open), they ensure and guarantee that they areon with no restrictions as tb race, sex, religion or

politrcv.

-- As "internationales," they don't work for one nation, but
rather conduct research and teach on behalf of those future
generations responsible for the economy of all countries.

Using a step-by-step strategy, the universities have cOncentrated

their activities in the field of Business, Management. They created.

"Integrated International Programs" with three fundamental priorities:

Accomplishment of the final stage of instruction by
successful professional integration.

Optimization of modern educational methods, not only on
the theoretical acquisition level, but also on the level
of pefsonal development (participation in associations,'
personal projects, etc.).

-- Internationalized training provided by the "Universal
Campus." (Herein lies the originality of our programs.
At the beginning of each promotion, each campus - one
European, one American and one Asian 7 is assigned to
that part of curriculum which is its. specialty.)

Over and above optimal professio al integration, acquisition of

knowledge, know-how and segue 1 functional teaching, students

gain valuable experience through their exposureto the world-wide

campus - a linguistic, economi d cultural pluralism., This is

the core of the really international executive of tomorrow.

to 6.
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And now, in the second part, '11 be more sPecitic in describing

our integrated international programs and the actual structure

f the Multinational Management Program of 1984.

Integrated International Programs.

The intention of the integrated,internatiopal,progrems at

the Universites, Libtes Internationales, apart from that of enhancing

the traditional qualities of a manager (i.e., self-confidence,

the ility to accept responsibility, expertise in management

tech iques), is to monitor the student's growing international.

awareness. We want to nurture innovative behavior and the

capacity to 'adapt to changes in the socio-economic environment.

These bbjectimes shape the structure and contents of the teaching

programs, which bbserve two imperatives:

1. Correlation and Continuity of Subjects Taught.

There are three levels of courses taught:

a. Foundatio.n Courses:

/

*Re-establishment and development of fhe,ihtellectual and
human capabilities of the student.

IN

*Introduction to technical management tools.

b. Core Courses:

*Cultivation and personal. development.

*Increased command of management techniques.

c. Major Fields,;

*Self-confidence and assurance

*Management strategy changing tendencies

2., Teaching in Groups and Student Projects.

The teaching programs consist of courses in 'six major subjects:

a. 'Human behavior and group interaction.

b. QuarititatIve Methods,in management.

/' 21



c. Economics.
/ -

d. In depth management techniques.

e. Politics, cylture and social science (where .sT'udents
receive extensiveeinstruction in culture, civilization
and lamguage). .

f. Personal initiative (Ill come back to this).

Pursuant to our definition of international education, our

,obAectives can only be met with the participation of a number#

of business'high schools and universities around the world. During

the last year, our partners were located in Germany, Great Britain,
A.

Belgium, France, Irelan, Italy, Luxembourg, Switzerland, USA, and

Japan.

3. The MMP-l984.

The "Multinational Management Progfam-l984" is an intensive

twelve month study course in international bUsiness. It is the

only prOgram in which tweJty -five post- graduate men and women

spend six months in the United States (San Francisco, California)

and two months each in Japan (Tokyo), Switzerland (Geneva) and

France (Paris). Upon completfon, "MMP graduates are awarded the

degree of International Master in Business Administration. This

program is offered by a consortium of four universities And business

schools in Europe, As a and America.

A. European ersity of Alertea

Situated in the heart of, San Francisco, EUA is the only

Amerigoan .upiversity'with a program specifically, designed for

foreign students. Its prestigious location and its faculty of

specialists enable villA to provide..a superjoducation and to

be an innovator in the field'of international relations..

EUt,prgrams teach modern and powerful concepts - traditional

25
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South X rea. A breakdown of the cultural programs are as follows:

vi*

methods of analysis and thedr application to discrete problems

presented 'in case studies. This is not enough, however, because

the variables.ajrfl conditions present in most strategic situations

can not be effectively captured either in theory or in cases. For.

this reason, each student is required Ito design amid conduct an

extensive personal project of practical implication. Furthermore,

EiJA schedules a variety of lectures and field trips in order to

introduce students to leaders in the business community, such 'as

Apple Computer, Bechtel, Landor Associates, McKinssey

Corp:, Wells.Fargo Bank, Standard Oil Company, Xerox Corp., etc.

To round off the program, EUA requires courses in American History,

culture and political institutions. Strong emphasis is placed on

the English language, especially business writing and reading.

B. The Japanese Center

Located in Tokyo, International Management University of Asia

is a prominent educational research and teaching facility whose

faculty is comprtsed of both Western and Asian'professors and business-

persons. The IMUA program offers foreign students an original

training program whicL introduces them to the subtleties of the

"Japanese way of mana ment"and enables them o understand and

assimilate Its princip es.
0

Through seminars aid "round tables," IMUA offers students a

unique look at the ecodomy of Asia. Students also visit local
0

/4'7

andinternational 'businesses, such as. Honda Motor Company, Ltd.,

Sumitomo Corp., Sony Corp., Mitsubishi Corp., Mitsui Corp., etc. in Japan",

and Samung Croup, Hyundai Heavy Industries Co., Ltd., etc. in
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JAPAN -- Japa.nese Language Initiation

Japanese Culture:

*History & Civilization
*Family & Social Life. m

*Attitudes & Religiors

-- Cultural Trips

*Kyoto
*Nara

SOUTH KOREA -- South Korean CUlture

rural Tour

*Seoul
*Sorak Mounhain

7*Chunbuldong
*Kyongju

3
C. The Swiss Center

4

a

Through universites libres internationales, located in Geneva

(Switzerland's financial headquarters), it operates a program designed to offer
4

students courses on the three levels corresponding to three specific

.dimensions of the Mutinational Management Program:

1) The Multinational Dimension. Prliittr-Mtes provide courses
in the international management of-the firm: finance,marketing, strategy and multinational policies.

They also provide instruction on the structure and
rules of trade and financial international institutions:GATT, FMI, BIRD, BRI...

.2) The EuropeanApimension. Instructional program includes:

a) Customs Tegulations; EEC; free-exchange,
cooperationand competitioni; European agreements.

Structure and rules of politicakconomic and
professional euroean institutions.

The Fr'enah DimeAon. rhe ULI curriculum also focuses
on theapplicatiOn of theore'ctical management t ols

A.to aspect.s, of Frenc1 coMmerCe.

a) Technical-aspects and management of French export



D.

1

companies.

b) Structure and rules of financial and trade
relationships between France and other countries.

The French Center.

The Institut Superieur de Gestion in Paris, France is the

largest French center for graduate studies'in business managemeqt.

Students at ISG examine specialized French management techniques

through political and strategic a roaches that are mindful of

Fre'nch institutional, political and 1 gal restraints. A great

emphasis is placed on historical data and on the political environment.

4. The Personal Project.

I would like to describe the level of initiative exhibited by

the students on their personal t" by outlining what a team

of four students organized throug EUA this past February. The team

organized a symposium on "The Impact of Cultural ElemeNts on

International Business." The\-speakers were from Bechtel, Landor

Associates and Going Internatiorial% The symposium was. very

successful and well organized. The speakers were excellent and

spoke on the following topics: A°Comparative Approach to Engineering,

The Impact of Gultural Elements in the Perception of Product Design,

and The Impact of Cultural Elements on International Negotiations.

Going International aired a movie entitled, "Bridging the Cultural

Gap."

This team worked very hard designing their project, contacting

potential speakers, arranging financing, and finding a location for

the symposium. Not to mention the other assorted tasks necessary in

implementing this kind of a program,. They were requir o meet

1 1 : 28
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and speak with a large number of American husiness men and women.

111,0t is personal involvement, which is the best way for French

students to le'arn how to do business with Americans!.!

III. Development Projects.

I would like to share some personal observations on the future.'

1. As I am deeply convinced that all civilizations are born,

grow to an adult age, and finally die, I think it is 'preferable to

build a new civilization rather than be involved in the death of

an old one. Perhaps it is not obvious that the focal point of

human civilization, moves around the earth ,in a special way. The

last focal point from my vantage point was Europe, and perhaps

'Paris. However, the theory is that the focal point of civilization

is moving west, west of Europe. But in this movemegA, the wealth

of humanity must be transmitted, and it is the duty of the European

countries to give to the westiwhatthey themselves have discovered.

Likewise it is the duty of the new countries to incorporate into

the new order the information thus received.

French students are encouraged to c,ome to the United States (their west;

d also to learn the ways of Japan (their fat west). All people
, .

are benefitted by this'(just look at the recent growth in technology!).4

But it is also important for American students and adults to come

back to Europe and tb incorporate the best european ideas into.

the plan for tomorrow. My personal wish is to"shift the current back
A

to european'ways of thinking so that we may attain more,cultural

balance. American-students should be encouraged to learn at least

one Auropean language in order to foster internatinal understanding.

I was very pleased to be involved in the symposium .I mentioned before,

because it stressed the importance of foreign languages in businessi

29
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and the professions.

Having set the philosophical background, I think it is fairly

clear to see that in addition to learning a foreign language,

American busine6.s students should be encouraged to study abroad
el

and learn first-hand the cultural nuances of another country.

Our program is currently,open to both.groups and individuals

who wish to study business Europe.

2. Lei me take us back to the realm of the pil ophical.

As we know day and night, life and death, scli human beings go through

dark and enlightened periods. Although we have experienced a

period of vast technological advancement, I think we have known

centuries of darkness and will continue to do so until all countries

are able to share in the progress at least at some minimum level.

Today's businesspersons must know european, american and

japanese culture. However, the businessperson of tomorrow will'be

required to understand the main cultural components of the five

continents. Developing eduational centers world-wide will lead

t blending of. cultures by allowing students of one continent to

discover the other ones. Perhaps the future will be brighter as

regards all relations between,--mople.

3. In the business managment field we have developed a program

whi -c.h is hot perfect but which French-speaking students

to open their minds to the cultures of the United States and Japan.

They are required to learn English and some Japanese. I hope

that we will have the opportunity to open new centers all over the

globe and that we will help to bridge the dangerous gap between

rich and poodcouptries. We would like to encourage all persons to

learn the languages of other countries. This is the first step

towards 'International understanding.
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A Foreign Language Program for Majors- in Hotel and Restaurant Management:
.

Initiation, Recruiting, Funding

The applied foreign language program described in'this paper

was born from the union of simultaneously. occurning and compatible

interests of two colleges of the University of Houston: the Conrad

Hilton College of Hotel and Restaurant Managemeht (HRM) and the College

of Humanities and Fine Arts (HRA). However, long years were to pass

between earliest conception and full fruition of the program.

As early as 1973, a German professor and I planned a luncheon meet-

ing with the Dean of FIRM, to discuss informally the mere embryo of an

idea .we had of a three semester credit hour team-taught course in French,

German, and Spanish which might be required of all majors in HRM. The

Dean was more than a little interested, but the pressof other projects

and lack of real interest on the part of the departments involved delayed

serious planning. In ensuing years, the HRM Dean's interest was seconded

by that of his Associate Dean, and the French Department received-repeated

invitations from HRM to propose a course in French for majors in the

College of HRM, Still, lack of personnel and prior commitments prevented

the French Department from responding. Finally, in 1978, a professor

in the German Department took up the challenge and planned and operated

three years of a program in German for HRM majors. By 1980 I had returned

to the French Department from a five-year administrative assignment and

accepted my cilairman's'request to egin planning the French component

of the program. Now, after almost three years of operation of the French

32
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program, the Spanish Department is planning for implementation in Fall

1984 a third language option for students in MM. This completes the

establishment of a foreign language and contemporary civilization pro-

gram unique in HRM colleges in the United States.

The program has from the beginningncluded a fUll academic year

of intensive language training, in a ten semester credit hour introduc-

tory-level course which combines the language of both daily lif and

. professional situations, followed by a aummeD.of work in hotels located

in the country where the language being learned is spoken, This summer

practicum, or traineeship, which, culminates the program, is an essential

part of the programer value to the HRM students, It is the most ef-

fective means ofrgiving the students immediate practice in the target

lahguage. Further, the traineeship abroad gives them the opportunity

to learn new methods of work in situ, to gain practical knowledge of

socio-economic systems different from their own, and to become sensitive

to the attitudes and customs of the people,whpse language they are learn-

ing and who later will likely be their cliefits or even their business

partners.

The impetus to develop such a program arose from conditions that

have been changing considerably since the early 70's, its inception being
r0-

due largely to ty/colincidence of new needs in the two colleges involved.

In,the College of HFA, language departments were feeling the need to di-
e

versify their offerings in order to keep enrollments stable. The College

of HRM was recognizing the need to train students for an industry be-

coming increasingly international in scope, The true measure of the
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success of the program has, of course, been the par pation of the

3

)

,
students, and they have enrolled despite the fact that the language

courses fulfill no specific requirement for their degree in HRM.. During

the three years of the German program, a total of about 30.students

enrolled in the year-long language course; during this first three:-

year cycle, 12 students had summer jobs in hotels in Germany. In Fall

1981, 29 students enrolled in.the-French course, and were placed in

traineeships in France during Summer 1982. In Summer 1983, 11 students

were in traineeships in French hotels.. In Fall 1983, 40 students en-

rolled in the French cone, with 16 qualifying for Summer 1984 trainee-

ships. The enthusiastic response of the students has been due to at

least three factors: general interest in both cultural and commercial

exchange, which implies knowledge of foreign languages;, college students'

almost universal dream of living and working abroad during summer -Vacs-

don; and HJ students' growing interest in working for international.

hotel chains,

Without the active cooperation of the College of HRM, however,

recruiting students in numbers sufficient to justify the courses would
R.

have been difficult, if not impossible, In mid-spring of each, year
0

language professors are invited to visit several large lecture sectpins

of URN courses in order to publicize the language programs. The HRM

College distributes course descriptions to all interested students, along

with questionnaires designed to predict,enrollment in thd language

courses the following fall, Students filling out questionnaires are

sent additional announcements concerning the language coursesln the

early"tegistrstiqn. mailings, snd.advisors in the HBi College distribute,

/
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announcements during registration periods. By now, word-of-mouth pub-

licity from forther students is filling the classes; and articles and

news stories in the various campus publications are further attracting

attention to the program.

While the language depastments have had sufficient personnel for

the basic' costs of operation of the language courses for FIRM students,

certain expenses other than the regular nine-month salaries have ex-

ceeded, and will continue to exceed,.the normal resources of the de-'

partments involved. By the time the French course was being planned

'in 1981, the Deans of FIFA and HRM had agreed that certain supplemental

funds should be made available to insure the proper development of the

program. For example, I had at that time little knowledge of business

and none of hotel management. InCorder that I might become acquainted

with the French business climate and,with operations in the hotel

industry in France, and so that I could gather materials for a langulage

course that would emphasize skills and knowledge of immediate professional

value to the students, the two colleges jointly supported me for a

six-week stay in Paris, During that time, I participated in a seminar

organized by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Paris, designed

for French professors with a literary baCkground interested in combining

fore gn language and professional studies, Through, contacts arranged

by organizers of this seminar, and through University of Houston intro-

ductions, I was able to secure a number of traineeships for 1982; and

obtained the rest during a second brief trip to France in Spring 1982,

which was also jointly funded by the two colleges, Additional funds from

the College of HRM have paid the annual 0:441 of a councillor membership

35
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in the French-American Chamber of Commerce in Houston, some of whose

members have been helpful to us in obtaining traineephipsofor the students.

It had become apparent early on that such supplemental funds--

f.or local contacts, for travel, for summer salaries, for released time

to provide for refining course materials--would continue to be neces-

sary,'if the language program were to remain dynamic and current. All

of us involved also believed that, to strengthen the existing pilot

of.

program, the following new components were essential: an intensive

transitional course taught in the country ofthe/target language just

prior to the students' placement hotel jobs; liaison during the summer,

between the student trainee and his foreign employer, maintained by his

language professor and a professor from the College of HRM; the option
<

f a year's study in a hotel school abroad for students completing the

traineeship program; the opportunity for to exchange of faculty between

European hotel schools and,the College of HRM at kt..0144yersity of Houston.

for the pilot program to be sustained and eventually ex-
And so,

tended to include these new components for German, French, and Spanish,

the two colleges, in conjunction with the development office of the

,)
University of Houston, mounted in Spring 1982 a campaign to seek grants

from_the hospitality industry and from Franco-American organizations

4$like the French-American Chamber of Commerce and the Alliance Francaise.

This development program, directed by the College of RRM, has resulted so far

in Only modest contributions to the operating budget of the French

program in Summer 1982 and in three summer scholarships during each of

three summers, with the OM College itself also providing some scholar-

ship assistance. From'Fall 1982 until the present, the money necessary

s,
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for k.eping up contacts with hotel chains in France and for maintaining

minimal summer liaison with the students and their employers has been

Ieked out of French Department funds and the private resources of the

.French professors willing to spend their own time and money following

through on these essential functions. A student in last summer's

traineeship program secured a scHtlarship from the College of HRM suf-

ficient to allow him to spen4 this year in ,France for a year's study at

the hotel school in Strasbourg; but further student/faculty exchange

remains in the discussion stage, awaiting funding.

Infinite financial resources would of course make our more am-

bitious, extended program easier to mount and operate. However, money

is not the most important factor in beginning a program'like our's. Per-

haps the single most important ingredient has been the sincere and abiding

belief held by the administration of the College of HRM in the value of

foreign languages in the education of all university students. Another

indispensable element has been language professors with an entrepreneural

spirit combined with determination and energy, It is .also essential that

the colleagues of these prdfessors share their conviction that in the

present climate of career-oriented higher education students should be

offered the opportunity of combining language study with preparation in

a professional field. In our experience, for such an opportunity to have

developed, it has been of prime importance that the initial impetus

come as much from the professional college as from the language depart-

ments. This is the situation necessary for recruiting students into

the language program; pad when the language departments and the profes-
,

sional college share the same educational philosophy and goals for the

students, a more creative, directly applicable program inevitably evolvea,
,tv
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Moreover, the language teaching and learning,process is enhanced by

the eagerness of students who know from the outset that the acquisition .

of the new language is of more than academic interest. A program that ,

holds the promise of international'travel and irrkalong with broadened "

knowledge of the field in which they will make their careers is certain

to be populated by highly motivated students: 4 is obvious that for a

program like this to develop, material resourcesin adds Lion to the

regular budgets of language departments are necessary; and when a prb-
,

fessional college is convinced of the value of language study to its

students, the additional support will be found,'both within the Univer-
42

sity and in the business community.

It hds become abundantly clear in recent years that American hotel

and restaurant managers are serving a growing international clientele, who

are accustomed to dealing with personnel capable of speaking the major

modern languages and wfio.are sensitive to the expectations of their foreign

clients. What is true of the hospitality industry is applicable to other

companies involved in international business, who will also derive

major benefits from programs conceived to help create an increasingly cosT
A

mopolitan environment. With international investments on the rise,

Americans in all aspects of business need the advantage of knowing the

language of the people with whom they are negotiating and, along with

the language, something of their culture, their economic environment,

their style of thinking and doing business.' Language departments must be

ready to respond to the call of professional colleges to cooperate with

them in the preparation of their giltduates for international careers.

Fannie Scott Howard Tapper
Department of .French

University of Houston/University Park
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LANGUAGES FOR TRAVEL INDUSTRY MANAGERS:
FRENCH, SPANISH, JAPANESE, AND MANDARIN

INTRODUCTION

Students who'choose to prepare for management careers in

the travel industry frequently tay'their choice was based on

a desire to work with people from many countries.

Undergraduate programs which includt basic business courses-:

and specific coursesim tourism and hospitality management

frequently do not include training in foreign languages.

The School of Travel Industry Management (TIM) at, the

University of Hawaii decided to correct this omission.

However, additions to professional degtee programs at the

undergradu te level are difficUlt to justify because such
/

programs a e already extremely heavy academic loads.

Students must acquire not only the general liberal'arts

education, but also the general professional education as

well as a sub-specialization within the field.

Any element added to such a program must be relevant and

must focus on the specific needs of the students. In the

-case of fo eign languages, the need was not difficult to

observe. A: rapid review of the want ads in any Honolulu

ewspaper shows a demand for Japanese-speaking personnel in

the travel business. Recruiters who come to campus to

interview graduating seniors specifically ask to talk to

students who command languages other than English. The

.14
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relevance of learning a foreign,language to a career in

travel i dOpitry management therefore was .easirto demonstrate.
A

Having satisfied-4e need'A9r relevance, the TIM School

needed to determine the focus of the proposedinguage

program. Tra,ditional, language' courses did not have 'the

required focui. Such courses spend .considerable time

preparing students' for uses 8f the language-which go: beyond

the needs of TIM student, but do not include vocabulary and
. ,

functions which they do'need.,,,
,

INITIAL DAWELOPMENT.

Eecauie the proposed language program was clearly

interdisciplinary, its success has depended heavily on.

cooperation and supfort from several units at the University

of Hawaii. During the 'spring semester of 1981, a committee
0 ,

was established to plan the development of special for.eign

language courses for stndentb in the School of Travel

,Industry Management. There was a coOperative.effoxt among

1)the University of Hawaii Administration, 2)tbe Dean and

faculty of TIM, 3),the Dean of Languages, Linguistics, and

Literature Division, and 4)the European and East Asian

Languages and Literature faculties. This cooperative
4.

. approach made it poisible to offer experimental courses

French, Spanish, Japanese, and Mandarin -- for two years'

beginning in the fall of 1982.



At the end of the first trial period for the curriculum

(F411 1982 Spring 1983), the School of Travel Industry

Management decided to require one yar-of foreign language

sOdy.for their majors. Recently, the School of Travel

Industry Management, the chairmen of the two language
I

departments, and, the faculties teaching the experimental

courses have agreed to offer these specially designed foreign

language courses for TIM majors on a regulaibasis starting

the fall semester of 1984. Plans.are now underway to offer

,special second year courses during the 1984-85 academic year.,

OBJECTIVES OF TIM LANGUAGE COUR4EV

Four languages -- French, Spanish, Japanese, and

Mandarin were chosen because of their importance in

tourism. The first two are official languages of the World

Tourism Organization (WTO). Russian, also an official WTO

language, was considered less important to TIM students

because it is used mainly within the borders of the U.S.S.R.

and because Russian- speaking tourists do not .comprise a major

market in world tourism. Japanese is clearly a major

language in international tourism. Mandarin was included in

the TIM language program because the People's Republic of

China is committed to developing its travel industry and has

determined that it will need assistance from 'foreign

professionals. Furthermore, a growing number of American

hotel management companies are planning to develop hotels in
S

the PRC.

3
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The initial goa

To enable students who. plan to work in
touristorient businesses to communicate
and interact effectively with those they
service through acquisition of a basic
understanding and knowledgeof another
language and culture.1

all four language courses was:

This goal was written before the courses were taught.

Everyone involved is now prepared to revise this goal so that

the projected range of communisation now includes, fellow_

managers and subordinates. In the Mandarin class, for

example, the final examination for the first semester has

taken the form of an interview between a job applicant-and

restaurant manager. Each student had to participate in an

interview twice, playing a different role each time.

Speaking and listening, the most difficult of the four

language skills, were stressed in all classes. Reading and

writinf were treated differently in the French and SpAish

classes from the way these skills were handled in Japanese

and Mandarin for the obvious reason that different

orthographies are involved in the latter. While the

inclusion of some reading and writing will be evaluated,.

furthering oral/aural skills will continue to be weighted

more heavily than reading and writing in the firstyear

courses. A more even balance is envisioned for the

secondyear courses.

The cultural component of the courses .seeks to develop

the "ability to indicate reasons for some general

characteristics of tourists in terms'of social customs, ways

4
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of thinking, and values; ability to demonstrate an awareness

of cultural nuances in the language and in normal behavior;

ability to demonstrate an awareness of how social variables

like age, sex, class, education, and occupation affect

1

language use."

Curriculum Overview

In this paper, the curriculum for the Japanese course

will be used as an example for discussion. The course

content can be thought of as combining three a1eas: Japanese

language, culture, and the specific area, in this case

"Travel Industry Managment." This concept can be illustrated

by the model below:

.4

4.

Japanese
Language

Culture Travel
Indust
Man 6

Japanese for TIM

The shaded area in the model represents'the general idea

behind the course, indiCating the integration of language,

culture, and business. The intention of the course is to

integrate language and culture for international business

personnel in order that they may be better prepared for the

business world.

* aditionally, curricula have reflected culture,

business, and the foreign language itself as separate

domains. It has become apparent that this,is not a very

5
ti
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functional apiproach -- particularly not for language study

prtgrams designed for Travel Industry majors. Rather,

elements of culture must be integrated into the Japanese

language curriculum and instructional materials must be

11
developed which will help students develop effective

communication in the environment of business, -specifically

the travel industry.

In developing this course, Hilda Taba's curriculum

theory provides a useful theoretical framework. Tabs

suggests that systematic curriculum development should follow

these steps:

1. Diagnosis of needs.

2. Formulation of objectives.

3. Selection and or anization of content.

4. Selection and organization of learning

experiences.

5. Determination of what to evaluate and the ways and

2
means of evaluation.

Needs and objectives have been discussed above in regard'

to all four languages. To determine content for the Japanese

course, it was necessary to consider information on cultural

factors before developing a syllabus and materials. Such

factors concern both outbound tourism (behavior of Japanese

visitors in other countries) and domestic tourism (travel

industry structure and practices within Japan).

6
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Hawaii provides a case in point for the study of the

behavior of Japanese visitors outside Japan. To collect

information about Japanese tourists in Hawaii, interviews

were conducted in order to identify needs or problems in

communication and cultural understanding between employees

and Japanese tourists in various situations. Some of the

cultural problems mentioned were'due to the differences in

social customs and concerned subjects such as tipping and the

4% sales tax. Local tourism personnel said Japanese

visitors:

--were confused by the 4% state sales tax

--either forgot 'to tip or tipped unnecessarily

\--were not accustomed to having to wait to be

seated by a hostess

--wore ,night wear in public areas

--were polite at times and yet rude at others

Additional information about Japanese travelers in

Hawaii can be obtained from studies completed by the Hawaii

Visitors Bureau. These statistics show a steady influx of

Japanese visitors' to Hawaii over the past years. There were

690,400 visitors from Japan in 1981, representing 17.5% of
41.

the total visitors to Hawaii. Statistics also indicated that

Japanese visitors on the average spent about three times more

in total expenditures than travelers from the U.S. mainland,

-and almost nine times more in purchasing souvenirs than did

3visitors from the mainland.

7
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Such expenditures indicate an important aspect of

dealing with tourists from Japan. The language course
1 -

curriculum must include,material which will provide students

with vocabulary and structure that allow them to explore this

area. 4 one level, students need to know how to serve a

Sapanese- speaking customer in a souvenir shop. On a more

sophisticated level, they need to be able to discuss this

aspect of the Japanese tourism market, for example, the types

of products which stores should stock as opposed to products

which Japanese tourists do not purchase. On yet another

level, students need to learn about the cultural traditions

which create the observed behavior.

4

One of these traditions is the Japanese practice

senbetsu givihg friends or relatives a gift when they

leave for a trip. This gift -- which is usually in the form

of money places an obligation on the traveler to return

with appropriate souvenirs for those who save him/her gifts

before he/she left. Thus, shopping is a very important

concern for Japanese tourists. Giri and on, or "social

Obligations and a sense of debt of gratitude" also play an

important role in the gift-buying custom. For. the traveler,

it is a good opportunity to repay his social obligation or

debt of gratitude to his relatives, colleagues, or superiors

by bringing gifts from the place he visited.

This secularized custom originated from a religious

rite. In ancient feudal days, most of the Japanese were

8
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unable to leave their places of birth, except to visit a

temple for a. special religious observance. Even that
#

required the'approval of the feudal lord. A person who was

allowed to visit a temple would return with food which had

been offered and blessed. The food would be shared with the

traveler's family, relatives, and neighbors. Afterward, it

became a custom for travelers to return from trips with

something to'share with the people who cold not go. Thus,

throughout Japan each prefecture has produced unique

souvenirs to attract vi>$ors:. It is interesting to note

that the Chinese characters for the word omiyage or

"souvenir" mean, "local products." Today, it is still felt

that locally produced souvenirs are ,the most appropriate.

Famous "nomebrand" products from Europe are also very

popular in Japan, but the Japanese tourist certainly does not

want to return,home with "made in Japan" products as

souvenirs. This is an important consideration for giftshop

proprietors in Hawaii,.

Because of these social customs, the Japanese tourist

always buys souvenirs when he or she travels.' Travel and

souvenir buying cannot be separated for the Japanese. This

type of cultural study has been included in order to

understand some of the behavioral characteristics of the

Japanese.

In contrast to the adequate information on Japanese

tourists outside Japan, we hive not yet collected as much

Al
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data as we would like about the travel industry in Japan. To

4
collect tch material, the curriculum developer observed

actual Japanese hotel management operations. An informal

survey of accommodations and services provided to tourists

was made.

CONTENT AND LEARNING EXPERIENCES

The main purpose of these newly proposed courses w143 to

aid Travel Industry Management majors in developing

communicative skills and intercultural capabilities required

for effective interaction with Japanese travel industry

management personnel and Japanese visitors in tourism-related

businesses such as hotels, restaurants, and souvenir shops.

40This kind of language study is substantially diff ren.t

froi regular core courses in its content and objectiv

Whereas' the regular language course is designed to provide

-students with a.. general background in the language skills ofl

reading, writing; listening, and speaking, the new courses '

include material.specifically suited to students of Travel

Industry Management. It focuses mainly on communication in

Japanese within the more specific scope of travel industry

related topics, providing more specialized vocabulary,

conversational ability, developing empathetic understanding

of the characteristic Japanese patterns of behavior and

interpersonal skills to enable effective communication with

Japanese-speaking people while on the job.

10
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The biggest problem involved in the implementation'of

this course was the unavailability of a textbook which

integrated linguistic and socio-cultural elements with the

specialized vocabulary needed in the field of

torjsm-oriented'business. The University of Hawaii granted

Educational Improvement Funds to the curriculum developers of

all four language courses so that they could develop new text`

materials. Administration and faculty members of the School

of Travel Industry Management were extremely helpful to the

language instructors in the selection of the course content.

The new textbook for Japanese, entitled Jaoanese_Language and

Culture for Business: a Tourist Industry Focus, includes such

lessons as "Greeting and Introductions," "Shopping," "Eating

and Drinking," "At the Hotel," "Telephoning," "Personal

Interaction with Japanese Tourists'," etc.

Selection of language and cultural elements was based on

needs diagnosed and assesse at the beginning. Some of the

questions considered during this process were:

--What skills should the students possess

at the end of the course?

7.-What vocabulary would be functional for
K.

certain job situations?

4
--What situations shoUld be included as

classroom activities?

Answers to these questions were generated from needs

assessed previously. To make each lesson' (herent and to

assure a systematic process of language learning, the



material for each lesson was arranged in the following

sequence: useful expressions, conversation, vocabulary,

explanation, drills, exercises, simulation'and skits, and

cultural exploration (identified as the cultural theme of the

lesson).

Tkie content of each lesson can be viewed as a learning

experience and can be rearranged in the instructional

process. Language learning is a series of phases that needs

to be explored thoroughly for maximum effectiveness. In tIlis

course, the teaching-learning,process has been defined as 'a

particular and continuing activity involving a number of

steps or operations. The process is conceived as continuing

and more or less sequential in the sense that each- activity

forms a logical base for the next. AC the same time, the

process is cyclical, prOgressing in a spiral movement

achieving small objectives at each stage. The following is

the schematic lean ing process for each lesson of classroom

instruction.

Presentation Explanation -> Drill ->
-> Application -> Evaluation

(Simulation)

The application stage is especially emi)hasized by

providing various simulated job-related situations for

role-playing and skit activities. Impromptu presentations

are encouraged by providing descriptions or situations and

directing pairs of students as follows:

A. You areintrodUced to a business person by one

of your associates. Both of you exchange your

12
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business cards (meishi) and converse for

a while. Rememberr, the meishi is serving

as the medium.

B. Make .up a list of Hawaiian souvenirs and prices

to go with them. With one student playing the

role of customer and the other the role of sales

clerk, simulate sales transactions in a souvenir

shOp.

I

C. You have made reservations at a hotel and wish

to check in. The man at the front desk asks you

how long you will stay, tells you where your room

is, and give you your key.

D. You would like to exchange some currency at

your hotel. Ask if you can do that, and what the

current rate of exchange is. Ask for 10,000

Japanese yen. The man at the front desk will

tell you what the rate, is, and how many dollars

you can have.

0

In the case of example A above, students are provided

background information on the cultural implications of

presenting the business card or "meishi." In addition to a

person's name, the 'meishi" usually provides other important

information. For example, it indicates his place of

occupation and the position he'holds. If one person is of a

higher social status, or holds a more respected position, the

other is forewarned to use the appropriate language and

manners. Without this kind of background information about



)

the. other-person, Japanese businessmen find the first meeting

stressful and uncomfortable. Therefore, without 'a "meishi"

to present, they feel unequipP1 to meet new people.. The

function of the Japanese "meishi" is much more broadly

defined than the American's name card which is strictly used

for further business reference.

Because the "meishi" makes explicit one's position in an

organization, its use reflects the Japanese preference for

demonstrating one's ability to live and work in a group.

With a minimum of conversation, two parties meeting for the
4

first time will, with quiet ceremony, respectfully present

their cards for eval?ation, allowing sufficient time for each

party to come to an 'understanding as to the exact position

and status each individual represents within his company.

The "meishi" in almost all cases serves to establish levels

of dominance and subordination within the developing

relationship, and also serves to outline areavef commonality

that can,be used to further strengthen the new relationship.

The custom of keeping conversation to the minimum during this

ceremony prevents social embarrassment that may'result from

either boasting or'acting unduly servile.

"Meishi" also provides the opportunity of clearly

defining an individual's role and status within the sociel.y.

In the event that a Tokyo businessman finds himself in the

embarrassing position of "running short" while entertaining

clients, the presentation of his card to the club or

14
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restaurant manager serves the purpose of establishing the

individual's identity as an employee of a well-known company

that will subsequently "make good" on the debt that has been

incurred. The proprietor is often honored to serve the

representative of such a well-known firm, and frequently

correctly anticipates that extending the credit of the

establishment to the individual invariably means continuing

patronage.by the businessman and his associates at a later

time.

Understanding the cultural implications of the exchange

of "meishi" provides students with a context for the

linguistic, material contained in the dialogs and drills.

These as well aa the role-playing, simulation and skit

activities mentioned above are also included as a part of the

evaluation of the Rtudents' performance, in addition to

written quizzes. Communicative competence, cultural k

understanding, and grammatical knowledge are elpluated, since

these areas are claimed as objectives of the course. As a

final project, the class produces video taped skits as group

efforta in which they act out job situations in hotels and in

restaurants. They demonstrate in this production, their

capability to perform basic skills of communication

on-the-job.

r.
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DEVELOPMENT OF COURSES IN FRENCH; SPANISH AND MANDARIN

In the courses developed for French, Spanish, and

Mandarin, cultural considerations were appropriately applied

to the curricula. In the French material, for example, a

section called "Notes Culturellee illustrates levels,of

politeness as follows:

1. Comment defendre, interdire, prohiber quelque

41111e au public.

2. Pour inviter poliment le public a faire ou-ne

pas, faire quelque chose.

3. Ou bien de l'imperatif infinitif avec ou sans

4.\foxlaules de politesse. 4

Using-different approaChes,'all four courses begin the

study of. written material appropriate to the travel industry.

This' material includes business cards (see discussion above),

corresppndence, government forms? and' signs that one would

find in places Bich as hotels, travel agencies or airports.

Second'leve courses for all four languages are

curreAtly being developed. They will be offered for the
-..

first.. time during the 1984-5 academic year. Writing will

receive somewhat more emphasis at the second level than it

received at' the first level. in the Mandarin course, for

16
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example, sebdents are expected to recognize a set of words

related travel services. 'This set is expanded throughout'

the second level course. Students will also learn to

complete forms such as a hotel registration using.

simple biographical information. Since French and Spanish)

have phonetic writing' systems, reading and writing objectives

will, include a fuller range of business correspondence than

will be attempted in Mandarin and Japanese.

Methodological considerations reflect the objectives of

the program. As expressed by S.H. Ho, developer of the

Mandarin course, students will develop a "notion of language

as good manners" and will be able to use "appropriate

expressions as required by social demands."5 While the

courses are desid for future travel industry managers,

they are also excellent vehicles for illustrating the unique

relationship between cultural value and linguistic .

expression..* As such, they prepare students for the

international and-cross-cultural activity that is' fundamental

Alf
to the touri ?m industry.

EVALUATION ESULTS

4

Evaluat on of the language courses is conducted at the (-I

end of ever semester. The students seemed to enjoy the

classes and generally 'felt that they accomplished what they

wanted to learn. In reviewing the evaluations, especially

the students' comments it is important to nderstand some

characteristics of the TIM students. They-are all

17 56
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,undergraduates. Many wirked in the travel industry before

entering the program; all must work in the industry to

complete internship requirements for the B.B.A. in Travel

Industry Management. They tend to be careeroriented, a

trait that should be expected among students in any

professional sphobl>in,this context, one can understand' the

interest of one student in learning "anything that can help

me in (the) hotel and restaurant (field)". (All quotations

come from the students' written evaluations o*the courses.)

Starting with highly motivated `students is of' course an

ideal point of departure. Such students, however, also have

very specific ideas about what will help them achieve their

goals. To a large extent the courses included material that

coincided with student interest. One result that was not

discussed in the early planning.buC which ate language

professors started to notice during the first semester was

that the students in these courses were learning much more in

certain skill and content areas than students in traditional

v
classes. Four areas-appeared to develop differently in the

mTIM language courses from the development one could expect in

traditional language classes.

1. Greater control of basic structures and of a greater

variety of structures.

Motivation plays a major role in al, learning

and the students in these classes were otivated to

use the specific types of structures and vocabulary

that were being taught.

18. 57
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Reduction use of certain forms or certain

activities which were not useful to conversation

resulted in greater concentration on those

forms and activities that were useful. This

meant that more repetition of basic structures

was possible resulting in greater control. For

example, forms that were not taught but which

11111k
would be taught in traditional first courses

are the literary tenses in French. An example of

an activity which was omitted in the TT language

course is the learning of characters in the

Mandarin course.' This activity requires a

significant amount of time in traditional

classes. How much time should be allowed

to this area in the Mandarin course for TIM

students is currently being codsidered.

2. Capability to converse meaningfully.

Because all use of language in TIM language

classes was restricted Co sitdations that approxi

mated real life, students were able to develop the

ability to carry on meaningful conversations.

The instructors report that students' control of

spoken language is better than that of students

who have completed a semester of traditional

language teaching.

3. Greater confidence and ease in speaking.

Getting students to speak up and reveal

19
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what they know (or do not know) is a frequent

problem in language classes. Possible reasons

include common intevests among the students

to feel (as one student wrote) like "participants

. in the learning process."

. Greater understanding of the role of language

and culture in successful international

business pursuits.

Many of the students enrolled in TIM language

courses seem to be developing- an awareness of the

*crucial role of language and culture in the

potential for success of any business venture.

In a service industry such as tourism, failure

to attlPact and satisfy customers frequently is

linked to communication impasse. Since this

is true even when all parties speak the same

language, it should be especially obvious when

patrons, service personnel, and management do

not share the same linguistic and cultural

traditions. Students should understand the

nature of the problems that result where

such traditions differ; what they learn in

the TIM language courses should suggest

remedies for such difficulties.

DISCUSSION

Recent surveys show that a majority of language and

business professors believe that traditional language courses

20
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do not meet the needs of business students very wel1.6 On the

basis of a student need survey, Kataoka ,recommends that

tailored courses should be offered for business students from

the beginning leve1.7 Therefore, there is a necessity for a

curriculum of foreign language courses that meets the

specific needs of the international business student.

One of the challenges of this new language program in

the School of Travel Industry Management has been to develop

truly interdisciplinary Courses. On one hand, the TIM

professors were not accustomed to thinking about the kinds of

conversations that go on in the travel industry. On the

other, the language professors expected to first design a

grammatical curriculum (a list of structure and vocabulary

items) and then to write bits of short dialogue to illustrate

point6 of grammar.

For the TIM language courses, they had to reverse this

process. First, specific situations were deitribed. These

included communication in settings such as a travel agency or

a hotel and in contexts such as conducting an employment

interview or helping a client choose a tour. The next step

, was to design dialogues to allow students to communicate in

these situations. The final step was identifying needed

structures and vocabulary. We tried various ways to bridge

lirhe gap between disciplines. Texts uded for Travel Industry

Management courses were loaned to the language professors and

the TIM School arranged for the language instructors to take

21
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a "field trip" to talk to managers at hotels. In aAition,

T.I.M. professors, commented on the course syllabi as they

were being designed and a number of meetings were held to

discuss progress.

How well the language professors succeeded in capturing

the reality of the travel industry is reflected in students

comments, such as, "practical," "appropriate," "relevent,"

"applicable," "gives just enough so you can handle yourself,"

and "Special content is very useful. Knowing one area well

is better than learning a.lot and remembering nothing."

CONCLUSION

The curriculum development procedure described above

which started with identification of specific settings is

crucial to the feasibility of special language courses,

especially at the introductory level for the international

business student. It must be recognized, however, that

complete studies of language as it iq used in A specific

setting (a front desk at a hotel, for example) by a specific

group (elderly Japanese iarmers on their first trip outside

Japan.)_have not been done. Such research is probably beyond

the resources of those who design language courses in

academic settings. Nevertheless, the successful use of

specific functions of the target language as a basis for

determining curriculum design illustrates'by example the fact

that language and experience are inseparable. \Students can

begin to observe in the. language cla#sroom that language,

22
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significant as it is, is never isolated from the context of

experience. As one, student wrote, "It is not may a learning

process but also an experience to be 'able to participate and

gaip valuable information about our target language."

ft
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THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A MAJOR IN MULTINATIONAL
BUSINESS AND FOREIGN LANGUAGE: A CASE STUDY
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Chairperson, Business Administration and Economics
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INTRODUCTION

.A Bachelor of Arts degree program in Multinational Business

and Foreign Language was planned during the 1982-1983.academic
A

year at Millersville University of Pennsylvania for implementa-

tion during the 1984-1985 academic year. This degree program

was designed. to enable the student to acquire a broad-based

knowledge of multinational business theory and practice, a speri-

fic knowledge of business practices in a particular *foreign

country, fluency in a particular foreign language, and a general

knowledge of a particular.foreign country's culture. The first

phase of the degree program was designed to focus upon the German

language, with subsequent implementation in SpaWish, French,

3panese, Russian, and Arabic. The degree program is to be

housed officially Within the Department of Economics sand Business

Administration and will be monitored by a.bi-departmental team

consisting of two members from each of the sponsoring depart-

ments. This committee will meet regularly' on a continuing

basis to measure the progress of the program, to administer it

in conjunction with the chairpersons of the sponseiloing depart-

ments, and to make such changes, in the program curriculum and

program pol* *es as are deemed necessary by the committee' and
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the academic'dep.artments,inv61edl

".v,'
:

RATIONALE faR THE&RMACCOMPOVENT ,.OF 6T4 .DEGREE PROGRAM'

'st

f.

.,,As the -natlons'pf the world have become more trade- inter
,i

.'dependent,, economic ties betWeen'the.German-speaki:ng countries

and .the United ;States navebecom.e much stronger. In recent

yeaT'S both the Federaj Republic of Germany-and.the United States

have significantly,incieased their lever's. of trade and investment

iri each 9ther's country. A good example of this phenomenon can

be found in tHe esCalating amounts of tourism between the two

countries. Of special significance to the United States gener-

alLy and to.LancasterCounty, Pennsylvania (where Mi1lerville

University Of Pennsylvania is located), specifically, is the

fact that the number of West Germaffs..misiting the Unled States.

annually now elxceedsothe number of Americans,Visiting'Oe Federal.

Republic Of Germany each year.

Altbugti the United States remains the world's leading

exporter in valbme, aits percentage of world exports has .diministie,d

significantly over the vast two decades, and its Olanc pay-
,10

0
ments has suffered accordingly \Exacerbating thisvroble s ,

.

the fact that;Amerlipps, are poorly.. quipped ling .sticaLly'to
:- fe

t tlie7comvetition tit-y-f-ac-e-in.the-morlt mar etplace7." -Stn-c-e-----------------L
.'.

.

e best business U. speak is that clf- one' customer,.0
.1.

and since 47,significant number of "Ameri-ca's international business
. ,

.
7.,

. . .

custers are German-speaking, the. ability of an Americambusiness
..

.person to converse fluently in German.and to understand true -culture

in wbich that language is based are imperative if his/her company

is to, ft-nd success in its international trade with German-
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speaking cou tries. Therefore, it is simply not enough for the

R--------------P-soAmerican businesspe n to study. multinational business; he/she'

must also study the'German language and the German culture. At

present, however, fewer than a ddzen programs which stress

language and cultural study to the same degree as multinational

business-exist at the undergraduate level in the United States.

Among these programs are those at the University of Connecticut,

Eastern Michigan University, and Pacific Lutheran University.

Administrators of these programs have reported as Much as a

three-fold increase in the number of their foreign language

majors as a result of their implementing a program such as the

one discussed in this paper. Surveys of Current Millersville

University of Penns14ania studepis and secondary-school students

throughout the ZoMmonwealth of Pennsylvania have indicated that

the implementation of a Multinational Business and German degree

program at Millersville University-of Pennsylvania would more

`than double the .Dumber .of .students studying German at that

institution.

Millersville University of Pennsylvania is located in a

geographic region where the amount of West German businesses

and tourism above the national average. Local business=

pe-o-ple have long rec_o_gnized_ the .need for such a degree program

as the one outlined in this paper and have frequently jamented

over their inability to find college graduates with an 'adequate,

background in multinational business and the Germanianguages

Frontal') academic perspective, ,Millersville University's

1980 Institutional Self-Study Report states that an important

aspect of the institution's mission is to prepare students ,for
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careers or continued study at advanced levels. Both the faculty

of the Deportment of Economics and Business Administration and

that of the Department of Foreign Language feel that a major in

multinational business and foreign language is a logical re-

sponse to this goal. Also,. the American Assembly of Collegiate

Schools of Business, the accrediting agency for busilliess admini-

stration programs, emphasizes the need for business administration

faculty to introduce multinational dimensions into their cur-

ricula to provide a more wholistic education to students of

business administration. Itch a program as this one would

certainly address this issue of academic quality and currency.

REQUIRED CURRICULUM FOR THE MULTINATIONAL BUSINESS AND GERMAN

PROGRAM

The mandatory curriculum for the student majoring in Multi-

national Business and German consists of a total of sixty-nine

semester hours, broken down in the following manner: thirty-

three semester hours taken in the Department of Economics and

Business Administration, thirty-three semester hours taken in

the Department of Foreign Language, and three semester hours of

internship within the Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, business

community. Students may also elect to spend their junior year

abroad at PhillipsUniversity in Marburg, Federal Republic Of

SUch students will have the opportunity to undertake

another three semester-hour internship in the Federal Republic

and will be instructed in the growth and development of the

West German triness community'by the Department of Economics

faculty of Phillips University.
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The specific requirements for the major in Multinational

BuSiness and German are as follows:

Principles of EconomicsjI and II

J

6 credit hours

3 credit hours

3 credithours

3, credit hours

3 credit hours

3' credit hour%

3 credit hours,

3 credit hours

3 credit hours

3 credit hours

6 credit houPs

6 credit hours

3 credit hours

3 credit hours

Economic Statistics

Introductiog to Quantitative Concepts

BUsiness Organization end Management

Introduction to Accounting

Managerial Finance

Principles of Marketing

Multinational Accounting and Finance........

Multinational Management

Multinational Marketing

Intermediate German I and II

German for Business Majors I and II

Commercial German

German Civilization fr Bus'iness Majors

Composition and Oral Expression I and Pt....6 credit hours

German Civtiliza-tion,, I and II 6 crediUhours

Translation and Interpretation 3 Cdi.Chours

Internship with a Lancaster Co. bustne5s 3 credit hours

Total 69 credit.hours

The philosophy behind the mandatory'internship in the

United States and the elective internship in the Federal

Republic of G&Pmany is'that a Meaningful pPacticaltexperience

in multinational business in.th.Unied States, and perhaps. in

the Federal Republic as well, would appropriately augment the

theory which the student learns In the classroom and would.

serve to .instruct 'him /her in the commercial operations and
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,social, cultural, economic, and political dimensions of inter-

adtional trade. Internships withAn the United States would be

restricted to those organizations having International Depart-

ments which are involved in trade with German-speaking countries.

Such internships would .be coordinated jointly by the Director

of International Operations for Armstrong World Industries,

the Department of Economics and Business Administration at

Millersville University, and the Director of Cooperative Educa-

tion at Millersville University. Internships within the Federal

Republic of Germany would.be. provided within the West German

business community and would be coordinated through Phillips

University, the Department of Foreign Language at Millersville

University, and the Director of Coovrative Education at

Millersville University.

4

RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR THE MAJOR

The current German faculty in the Department of Foreign.

Language is adequate to handle the foreign language component

of the degree program. One additional faculty.member creden-

tialed in multinational business administration must be added

to the Department of Economics and Business Administration..

/Membens of both faculties would be expected to participate in

appropriate seminars and workshops which are regularly offered

by such institutions as Eastern Michigan University, the Wharton

School of the University Pennsylrania, and Duisburg Institute

in Cologne, Federal'Republic of Germany. The great majority Of

the coursework required for this major is already in place within

the two sponsoring academic departments.
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A modest increase in institutional funding of $1,500 to

$2,000 per year over a five year period has been budgeted to

send two faculty members per year to train at multinational

business and foreign language workshops, to provide student

secretarial a'ssistance,,and to underwrite the cost of specialized

literature and promotional materials necessary for program devel-

. bpment. All other costs of the program can be met through current

and-future budgetary allocations to the sponsoring academic depart-

ments, with the exception of the required additional faculty posi-

tion within the Department of Economics and Business Administration.

The individual serving in this pos'tion will also have the addi-

tional responsibility of teaching courses other than those asso-

ciated with multinational business according to the needs and

wishes ot the Department of Economics and Business Administrat on.

That department is. currently understaffed in relation to; number

of student majors and in proportion to other academic depart-

ments within the institution; the addition of -another faculty

member!will help to alleviate this situation as well as providing

a highly capable resource person for the Multinational Business

and Foreign Language degree program.

CONCLUSION

In planning and implementing a degree program in Multinational

Business and Foreign Language, Millersville University is pro-

viding an innovative and progressive educational opportunity

within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Middl.e-Atlantic

region. The interdisciplinary nature of the program provides

the student wit, an excellent opportunity by which to broaden
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his /her education and to increase his/her marketability in the

industrial world. The implementation.of this program has and

will necessitate minimal changes in the academic, financial,

personnel, and physical operations of the host institution; and

the,eventual visibility of the program should add considerable

stature to the university in upcoming years. Depending upon the

success of the German phase of the Multinational Business and

Foreign Language major, planners of this program hope to add the

Spanish, French, Russian, Japanese, and Arabic phases in the years

ahead. The excitement and academic stimulation involved in this

type of long-range planning should provide the program developers

with the incentive they need to meet the challenge of implementing

and Modifying this new major along successful paths.

)
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An. Overview of the Language and International

Trade Programs at Eastern Michian Unifersity

(A speech .delivered at the E.M.U. Conference on Foreign Languages

for Business and the Professions, Dearborn, MI, Saturday, April

1984)
by J. Sanford Dugan, Ph.D.

The Language and* International Trade prograMs at Eastern
60-semester-

Michigan University' comprise a / hour undergraduate major lead-

ing to the B.A. and a 30-semester-hour-graduate sequence leading

be the M.A. Both were initiated in 1978 and have been fully imple-

mentedsince about 1980. The undergraduate peograffl is offered in

French, .7zerman, and Spanish, while the graduate program includes

*these three foreign language.. and English as a Second Language.

Overall direction and administration is provided by the Depart-

*sent of Forein Lar;un:es and Bilirual Studies and 1- coordir:ited

srnon the departments of Economics, Forel,gn Languaes, ,;ecegraphy,

history, Political Science in th(% College of Arts and Sciences and

varioue departments in the College of Business. Since 1979, about

25
hhave F,rad)lated with theB.A. and 83 'pith the M.A. Presently,

225 undergraduate and 175 graduate students are enrolled in the

programs with roughly equal distribution among the ( three foreign

languages and approximately 30 graduate students in the ESL section.r
we`

fha motivation for'establishin.g the program six years ago was

rooted in the dramatic decline in enrollment experienced in the -J

early and midseventies and a clearcut movement away from E.M.U.'s
ZE

traditional role of training future teachers. .Incentivewa.s

>
afforded in the form of a federal,grant under` Title VI of the

CD

Higher Education Act. Other sub4:quent grants from governTent and

, uJ
04
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private sources have allowed maintenance of a bond -based program

and the pirsuit of important, additional innovations in the arias

of ,international cooperative education exchange and the'prellii-

nary development of courses in applied languages for technological

careers.

A rationale for the current programs Is found in the grow-
,

An1 ne'ed for American manufacturin; inJustries to coinpete 'effec-

tively in world marl(ets and, on 4 more lofty, plane, in thfe nee for

.11 Alericans to bccom, norc nwarc of -te motivations -Arl aspira-

039

tions other :111tur(s the global villalce so that sfr.slble Find

'beneficial relations wit °the/ countries m1 be. maintained. In

spite of recen4: criticism which curb 's tftit

thqrtraditional hualanitie's curriculum, it 1^ certinl, clear that

knowledLe of onF 's country's :,lace in relation to- Other countries'

is a need of every citizen and an Important part of the humanities

tradition.

In the early planning stages of the programs extensive consultation with

area business representatives revealed that, indeed, there existed an.unmet need

for people trained in business proceduresand concepts and_who_had a foreign

language capability. These representatives Made it clear, however, that the

ultimate decision in hiring a candidate would be based on that candidate's pre-

paration and background in business; foreign language skills alone were not

enough to secure an entry-level position. Combined with a strong cOncentratibn

in business and economics, however, a.foreign language skill was seen as a

definite assein a growing climate of internationalism and was predicted to offer

a distinct advantage over the business preparation alone.
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For these reasons, as can be seen in the program outlines for both the

M.A. and the B.A. pfOgrams (see handouts), the principal emphasis is on prepara-

tion.in business and economics, but a strong comporient in foreign language is-

also'required. I shall begin by discussing the undergraduate program and then

talk about the gradualpe program.

The first page of the undergraduate check'sheet is a list of basic studies

requireMents with a few suggestions on what. best dovetails with the program.

The LIT program comprises 60 semester credit hours out of the minimum 120 semester.

credit hOurs normally required for the B.A. It hits the status of a group major,

so that a student majoring in LIT does not have to complete a minor.

Of. the 60 semester credit hours, 'a ars devoted to business and economics,

27 to language and area studies, and three hours are awarded for-the completion

of.a cooperative work experience, which is a requirement of the program.

In the business and economics component the main requirement is the cbn-

pletion of what is accepted as 1 minor' in a operational area of business such

as marketing, information systems, management, or accounting. Students who have

never had a course or any practical experience in business are encouraged to

tike a three-hour introductory course which is designed to give a ground work

of vocabulary in the area of business and to preent basic concepts of how

businesses function both internally and in ?elation to society as a whole. The

/

minor itself requires introductory courses in t6 main operational areas of busi-

ness and a concentration of course work in one of these areas. We observe that

many of our graduates tend to go into marketing, but the other options are not

excluded. A survey of regional firms completed three years ago by Professors'

John R. Hubbard and Robert Ristau indicated that,for those businesses in, the

nearby region, trairttng in marketing seemed Most favored.

The minor in business is a 21- to 24-hour block of courses offered in the
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E.M.U. College of Business, which has the distinction of being among the

20(t of business schools in the country that hold full accreditation awarded

by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. In order to main-.

tain its high standards, the College of Business requires that students enroll-

ing in courses for the minor must be. juniors, that .is, must have completed

55 semester credit hours of basic studies course work. This has the result of.

encouraging students to concentrate on .foreign language credits early in their

course of study, which poses the difficult problem of teaching business conceptsin the foreign language.
Q.

Besides the regular minoriscourse in international marketing and a course

in international economics are required. These provide specific application

of ed:Onomic theory and marketing strategy to the problem of competing for

business in a world market. They represent the capstone of the business component.

In the foreign language and area studies component, students take a series
them

ti

of courses designed to give/an.understanding of the cultural, social, political,

and historical heritage of a region outside the U.S. and to bring theM to a

certain level of proficiency in one of the languages of that area. As can be

seen, the foreign language course work accounts for 18 of the 27 semester dredit

hours in, this component, with the rest devoted to geography, history, and poli-

tical science. A sufficient number of foreign language courses is available to

accommodate students coming into the program at various levels of proficiency

'from low to advanced. At the upper levels, these courses are oriented toward

!-*athe vocabulary and concepts of business as practiced in the target culture.

At present, a large portion of our undergrdauate population is concentrate
4

etz,C

the 300- or junior-level foreign `language for business courses. We have

under discussion a revision requiring that students take two additional course s°-.)

at the 400 or senior level.' This would have the effect of raising the level2
t1115.

0
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of language proficiency and would also respond.,to some extent, to the problem

mentioned above, where students take the courses in foreign languages for bust-
.

nese before completing introductory courses in the operational areas of business.

The anal component of the undergraduate program is the cooptfative odu-

cation work experience, in which the student applies training in business adminis-

tration in an actual on-the-job settin ?or a period of four months. to a year.

Before discussing this further, I should like to turn briefly to the graduate

proOam of study and then return.to the coop remirement, which is common to

both programs.

he graduate program is designed to give students a grounding in business

and economics as well as an understanding of commercial operations as carried

out in the target country. Once again, the business/economics core predominates,

with students taking five or six three-hour courses in this area. There is consider-

able flexibility in determining an individual graduate student's program. since

the variety of backgrounds that may be presented is more diverse than that at

the undergraduate level. For instance, a person with a strong undergraduate
1

background in economicjill be encouraged to concentrate in businesE courses

taking one or two lore specialited courses in economics, and vice versa.

In the language area, students are expected to take three or four curses.

-
Two of these concentrate on the vocabulary an omcepts of business as carried

out -in the target countries. In the case of French 41nd Spanish, these courses

are designed to lead to the diploma examinations offered by the Chamber of
.

acrm)WI P.)

Commerce and Industry'of-Parisond the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Madrid.

The third aid fourth courses may concentrate in advanced syntax or in the

specialized vocabulary of technology, which is an area under development and

which I shall speak about shortly.
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All students in theagraduate and undergraduate programs are expected to

comple a cooperative. education internship or work assignment in a salaried

position yhere they will apply skills in business administration. The rationale

for this is to allow the student.to experience in a practical way the implemen-

tation of principles acquired in academic' classes. In this way the student is

able to gain the confidence of using newly learne.i theoretical skills in a

meanipgful context and to become more qualified before entering a career..

The definition of the internship is.broadly construed to include salaried

positions in wh h the activities play include some clerical functions but in

which the majority of the time is devoted to areas of business administration.

These latter include ordering, bookkeeping, cash flow, work schedules, publicity,

hiring and firing, etc. The internship does not have to be language oriented..

RecOntly, a student completed an internship as a management trainee in a food

store chain; another was the manager of a donut shop. The length of the intern-

ship is a minimum of four-months full-time employment or the equivalent' part -time.

Many internships are completed in the immediate region around Eastern 4

Michigan University, but, for qualified students, there is the possibility of

being placed in an Internship abroad. Since 1979, under the direction of Pro-

fessor Raymond Schaub, Eastern Michigan Vvereity has been exchanging interns.

with schools in the Federal Republic of Gennahy. Shortly thereafter, exchanges

were established with three centers in France and, more recently, with institu-

tions in Spain. To qualify for these placements, students must present a high

level of competence in the foreign language and success in at least six upper-

division business courses. Any previous practical experience in business admini-

stration, although not a requirement, is considered to improve a candidate's

applicatiRn. As a way of improving communicative skills students can avail them-

selves of immersion programs offered..by E.M.U. in Quebec and Mexico.
%
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I 4'

From the point of view of a student entering either the graduate or. the

°

undergraduate program, the three Major components, language, business /economics,

and the internship, may require differing amounts of time to complete and may

. be compl ed

program

are usuilly%eli le to take the 300-level business laAguage courses in their

ing sequences. Typically, however, undergraduates enter the

veral years of foreign language Study in high* School. They

second or third year. This completes their .language requirement, but they

feel the need to continue taking course wol.k in .the foreign language as a way

of keeping up their skills. For those who wish to go on or who came-in at a

higher,level there ins the possibility.af a two - course seqaence in business

langqage at,ihe 400 or senior level.

4 ...es.'

Boh .sequences lead toward business langUage

300-level courses

'Inethe.400-

,

the sequences are similar, with exams sponsored:bythe bcf0:, 'In denten, the

courses will soon haVe.as an externalk al the'Diplcr /*tschaftsdeutsch, based

. .

on an exam 'which wiNo! appropriate .for students compl ing the upper4evel

exams. In French, the

prepare students for the Ceitificat pratique of the CCIP
s 1

courses, lead to the Diplome, superieur of the CLIP In -§panish ,

1 04.1

l

4.
.courses.

e, 1 A
The graduate student con eipect at leaS, three semesters of. course work

, (1 . ' f a. ( ..
' and a four-molith internship: It is expected that an entering graduate student:( .

,. .

shaw sOme.previ)ous undergraduate course work in economics and/or bueiness'and
, . _ 4. 1$

,

.... -

-- haire language prOficiencrhigh.enbugh to allow 'graduate -levelow taking courses.A
, .., t --. -4, ). . , ;

.

If there its it dificiencVn &fl e worky of areas, additional course is
,

x..
. .

required forvemediatiOrf..
.1

No...
'''. .

% N
1

A recent, survey 'Ofalqmni of -the priiram is.in the. procees ,of being .ahlaysiekthe'
, _ \

,. ,-, ,1 4 .4 04 ...,,., . ,. -

and prepared fOr publicat,ipmbylroffre kaymond7.66haUb_and'Oeoffray,yoght,
. ..

-. ..

While I do not have aliAbi.dmiails at band some of:the re4tatiaie,4tAintereste-'
0. :. . ..

, #

a

.1

.

/ ;
I . 411111k
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About 100 letterswere mailed. The response rate was 35%. Of those responding,

more than 951 are employed. "For 60% of those responding, their job has some

Xihd'of international aspect; 70%'said they use foreign language skills in their,

work;

I should like to turn briefly to some plane for the future before drawing

a conclusion. The prepent program has four aspects, as follows: ugrading the

present program, requiremente (undergraduate), program deVelopment in new areas,

and two initiatives aimed at stabiliion. ..First, upgrading. lAt present, we

have under discussion
4.\

a proposal to increase the level of, course work in language

in the undergraduate programs We feel that students coming out of the LIT prO-----\J

grad should have language profidiency at the Ito level. The second initiative

is in'Oogram development. Under a Title VI (Higher-Education Act) grant secured

by Department Head John Hubbard, four faculty members have quarter released,time

for two years to develop and implement courses in language for 'techno-

logy. These will very likely become options in the LIT programs. The final

twoundertakings are in the.stabilization area; one is a recruitment campaign,

while the other- is a. pursuit of endowment funding. At least once a month for

the past*everal years, Professor John Hubbard, occasionally accompanied.by'

other faculty members, visits area high schools to promote our programs and keep

them in thormil!s of counselors and prospective students. The endowment pro.,

.ject is being embarked upon by Professor Raymond SchaUb, who will be on sabba-
.

.4
0

tical leave for 1984-1985 with the goal of raising two million dollars in, order

to 'give the Language and International Trade programs a secure base of permanent

funding.

should like to cgnclude-by Lying a word about some of the current debate

on dductiion'ind:particular11 the h ties. Sole are saying that careerism

is weakening.the-tiaditional,role of the umanities in shapling the intellectual
. 1.4
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and ethical lives of the country'leititens. The concern for-gaining marketable

sktlls is seen as too narrow a goal. I feel that the programs that have been

successful for us do respond to the need to prepare for a career but do not

betray the tradition of molding the outlook of respoIsible citizens. Meeting

the need for young people to become aware of their nation's role in the surround-

ing worlds part of a humanities tradition that goes,back to antiquity, and it

is a basic part of our programs. Furthermore, the link between poor trade

relations with Other countries and the outbrea)/Ofhostilltie4 is a lesson that

nations have had to relearn many times over, most recently in the 1930's.. Now

thatthe'potential consequence global conflict are of a different order of.consequence

, magnitude than 50 years ago, t seems., reasonable" that programs thatigive students

0.1

es.

at least an inkling otone,important aspect of international relations are serv-
o,

ing the needs of the nation and may give some hope for a better future.
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Name

Eastern Michigan Jnizersity...,.......-"'

LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL TRAD

Check Sheet for the B.A. Major

Student Number

I. Basic Studies (Courses recommended in keeping with the Basic
Studies requirements outlined in the EMU Undergraduate Catalog.)

Grou. I: Lan e Area Three co rses required)

1. ENG 121 (If your SAT score is below 400 or your ACT
score is below 17, you must \take ENG 120 first.)

2. SPH or 124.
3. The foreign language componer4 is satisfied by your

major requirements.

Group Science and Mathematics Area (Three courses:required)

1. .One lab science course in biology, chemistry, geography,
geology, physics, astronomy or psychology.

2. A second lab science course or a course in mathematics.*
3. One elective Aurae in Group II.*

*Math 118 and 119 are req4ired'for a Minor in Business Computer
Systems or Production '',.ysterns Analysis.

Group III: Social Scierjce Area (Five courses required) .

,1. PLS 112, 113 or 202.
Z. HIS 101, 102 or .105.
3. ECO 201. and 202.
4. GEO 110.

Humanities Area (Four courses required)

3.
4.

Twn literature "Courses in the English Department or
two intermediate (221, 222) or advanced foreign langUage
literature courses.

One course in philosophy or religion.
One course in art, music or dramatic arts.

(Physical Education Requirement: Two semester hours in physical
educatiOn activity courses are required for graduation.)

r
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II. Requirements for the Major

I

-2-

A. Business and Economics (Semester hours required: 30)

OR

1. With the advisor's approval, the student shall construct
a 21-24 hour program in business which will usually
consist hf a minor in an operational area: Accounting,
Legal Assistant Program, Office Administration, Executive
Secretary Program, Business Computer Systems, Finance,
Industrial Technology, Management, Marketing, Production
Systems Analysis, etc. (We anticipate that, for most of
our graduates, marketing will be the area of gregest
career potential.) It is strongly recommended thft all
students take BE 100 for International Trade.

2. MKT 460 International. Marketing (Three serri;:St4r hours.
Prerequisites: MKT 360)

3. ECO 370 Comparative Economic Systems (Three semester
hours. Prerequisites: ECO 201 and 202)

EGO 480 International Economics (Three semester. hours.
Prerequisites: ECO 201 and 202)

4. Upper -level Electives in Business and Economics: With
the advisor's approval, the student shall, if necessary,
take additional upper -level courses in business and eco-
nomics to complete the 30 semester' hours required.

B. Language and Area StUdies_ (Semester hours required:, 27)

1. Language (Minimum semester how. s required: lay
110

French, German or Spanish 121, 122 (Five semester hour s
each; open to general students, majors and minors. )

'French, G.ermando or Spanish 221, 222 and 233, 234 (Three
semester hours each; open te) general students, majors
and minors.

French, GerMan or Spanish for Internatio Trade 361,
362 (Three semester hours each; ,T,equired f all majors;
open td qualified general students and .miners. )

NOTE: Incoming students With advanced profitiency (300-
level or above) shall take, after consultation with the
advisor, 361-362 and/ors,446-447 and additional semester
hours of 300- and/or 400-level language course to
complete the 18 semester hours required.

Ste
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OR

-3-

2. GEO/HIS 316 Histor and Geography of Modern Europe
(Six semester hou s; offered in the winter-semester of
even-numbered years. 'Prerequisites: Geography 110
and History 101 (or 102 or 105.))

) GEO/HIS 317 History and Geography of Spanish America
(Six semester, hours; offered in the fall semester of even-
numbered years. Prerequisites: Geography 110 and
History,101 (or 102 or 105.))

NOTE: Three- hours of GEO/HIS 316 or 317 may be applied
to a major or minor in History and Geography and to Group
III of Basic Studies.

3. Political Science (Three semester hours)-.

The student shall take Ine course from the following list:

PLS 211 European Pbtitical S,ys,terps
22,0 Comparative Legal Systems
271 "Introduction to International Relations
341 International Law
342. International Organization

.354 Governmant and Politics of Canada
367 Contemporary Political Systems of Latin America

NOTE: The prerequisites for this course are
PLS 112 and 210.

C. Field Experience (Semester hour's required: 3) ,

. FLA 387 or 487 Cooperative Education in Language and Inter-
national Trade. (Three semester hours each)

OR
'LA 489 'Internship Langume and International Trade (Three

semester hours)

NOTE: Depending on the nature of the work experience,, the
studen.tmay substitute three additional hours of internship or

icooperative education experie,nge for lower ;level language
courses if he has dem6nstrated proficiency at those levels; or
he may substitute three additional hours' for other courses
in the program in which hk has 1emonstrated competence.
The option will be determined in consultation with the advisor
on an individual basis, especially since same students will
complete cooperative education and internship positions (last-
ing longer than one semester). in French-, German-. and
Spanish-speakin countries.

NIP
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Eastern Michigan University

MA in Language and International 'Trade

(Graduate blurs required: 30)

The Department of Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies, in cooperation
- with the College of Business, offers a Master of Arts in Language and Inter-

tational)Trade which will integrate the study of modern foreign languages and
Cul:tureswith preparation in the field of international business. This MA.
is,;..designed to promote'cultural awareness and sensitivity pith reference to

.

o#own society as well as to societies of other world regions, and to provide
st4dents with the skills; knowledge, and understanding needed for competent
pfafformance in an international environment. At leagt 30.hours of graduate-
level courses are required' for graduation.

0

Business and Economics Area Core Program 15-18 Semester Pours

Business: At least tAcirree courses in business are required. The
following is a represntS.tive list from which appropriate courses
.can be chosen (consult the Graduate Catalog for prerequisites)

MKT,5l0 Marketing (3 sem hours)

MKT,520 International Business (3 sem hours)

M. 501 Management! Concepts, Principles, and Practice (3 sem hours)

MGT 576 Corporate Social Policy (3 sem hours)

MGT 580 Managementoof Organizational Behavior (3.hem hours,)

§tudents who have had a basic manageMent and/or marketing cours must
substitute an appropritte Course(s),in consultation with isor.

.Substitutes could be chosen from among the following courses (consult
the Graduate Catalog for prerequisites)-:

ACC 501 Accounting Principles (3.sem hours)

FtN 502 FinanCial lqinciples (3 Sem hours)

FIN 540 International Finance (3 sem hours)

ADS 503 Legal l-envIrontent of Business (- sera hours)

ADS 530 Modern COmmercial Law (3 sot hours)

'MI 501 Introductory Probability and'Statistics for Business (3 sem hours)

ORI.502 introduction to Computers and Programming (3 sem hours)
f

Economics: At least three courses in economics are required. This
it; a representative list from which appropriate courses can be chosen
(consult the Graduate Catalog for prerequisites):

ECO 501 lecroeconomic Theory and Policy (3 sem-hours)

EC() 502 Micropconomic Theory and Policy ( 3 sem hours)

8 9
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ECO 508 Intgrnational Economics .(3 sem hours)

ECO 375 The Economics of Socialism (3 sem hours).

ECO 530 International Trade: Theory and Nifty (3 sem hours)

ECO 581 International Monetary System (3 sem hours)

ECO 535 Economic Growth and Developmeni (3 sem hours)

ECO 586 Economic' lanning (3 sem hours)

Language Area 10-12 Semester )lours

Study is required in intensive foreign language courses which include

cultural components (customs social, economic, and political structures!

economic geography° legal environment).

a. Native English .speakers With demonstrated proficiency in a foreign
language must elect, in consultation with an advisor from the
Department of Foreign Languages, 10-1Z hours of courses for graduate

*credit in that language area.

b. Non-native speakers of English who have demonstrated English
profftiency with a score of 80 or above on theMichigan Test of
English Language Proficiency (or equivalent) must complete 10-17
hours o courses for graduate credit in French, German, Spanish

or Busin ss English for International Students.

-,,,

C. Hon-native speakers of English who have demonstrate& only the minimal
English proficiency fo admissibn to the Graduate School (a lqichigan,

Test of English Langua,e Proficiency test score of 75-79 or equivalent)
will also be required to take six (6) hours of advanced English as a

. Second Language courses, in addition to completing' 10-12 hours of
courses for graduate credit in French, German, Spanish or Business
English for International Students

Cooperative Education

All students are required to complete.a cooperative education position
or an internship in,a business firm, provided an appropriste position
can he found. Students for whom placemen4s cannot be found are asked
to do an independent study or to take an appropriate course in
substitution for the co-op placement.

International Cooperative Education Exchange 4t,

,v
4r Qualifiid students may be placed in salaried, cooperative edudatiOh

t.Paineeship positions in French, German or Spanish firms in those.

. countries for a minimum of sixteen weeks. The placements are
competitive and are contingent upon 'available positions.

.1.
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DEPARTM61T OP FORUM LANCUACES
AND nmocuAL STUDIES

LiV.TUACE IN".TRUATINAL TP,ADE
CO-OPEP.ATIVE EDUCATION PEOUPETIENT

Introduction: For all students in Language and International,Trade- both under
graduates and graduates--cooperative education is a degree requirement. The
reason for this requirement is that coonerative education can uniquely enhance
our students' education by giving them the opportunity to apply, test and
broaden their academic knowledge in an actual working environment_ and thereby
beeome- better qualified to enter their professional fields after. .graduation.
LIT majors must .complete--either in the U.S.' or abroad--at least one full co-op
placement for three degree credit hours a second co-op placement may be con-
pleted for an additional three credit hours.

If, aftera reasonable effort has been made, -a co-op placement cannot be found.,
the student may seek a substitute activity, upon recommendation of the LIT
Director. Substitute activities' include an appropriate course or independent
study,'or a volunteer assigndent-in business administration. Any substitute
activity rust be approved'ahead of tine by the,studentcs advisor and by the
LIT Director.

I. Placement in the U.S.

A. Description! a one-semester full7time work assignment (or equivalent
part-time) with predominant emphasis on using business/administrative

1. Does not have to be language related or directly related to inter
.

national business.
2. If part-time, the time on the job must add up to the equivalent

of a full- -time assignment (40 hours/week for one semester).,
3. oh ,uties can include some clerical activities (filing, typing,

e c.) or production activities (counter service, manufacturing,
etc.), but the major responsibilities must be business administrative
in nature (e.g., scheduling, bookkeeping,,cash fioW, ordering,

,, personnel, advertising, data processing, etc.)
4. Some recent examples! manager, Dunkin Donuts shon- head office

assistant, EMU residence hall- management trainee, Seven-Eleven
store;. trainee, customs brokerage firm.

B, Procedures

1. Studen0 are encoura'ed to locate placements for themselves.

N\

The 'Department of Foreign Languages, and Bilingual. Studies, 219
lAlexailder Music Building (4f7-0130), the EMU Cooperative Education
'Office, HO Goedison (487411005), and the trqr Card'er Services.

- Center (487 - 0316),- can prOVide assistance.
2. , It is helpful ;for students to make their personal contacts

(famine's, friends, etc.) aware of their needs and of their
capabilities.

3. Assignments muat:be'approved by the IA Director and by the. 'EMU
A Cooperative EdOcationpffice.'

4. Normally, the tmdent Obtains approVal beforebtginning an assign-
ment. A studs t: worki g in an idministrative\position before
starting the LI progra may' obtain\approval ifthe--assignment
meets the co-op criteri

40.



5. An Etiljfaculty member makes an on-site evaluation visit, consulting

with student and student's supervisor.
6. The faculty member obtains an evaluation ofiptudent's work by

employing firm and assigns a grade for. the tb-ct experience.

II. International Cooperat1lve Education Exchange

A. Qualified studdhts are nominated for placement abroad.

B. Criteria of selection.

1. Advanced language proficiency,

a. Determination is based on.

1) Professors' evaluation of oral and written work during
the academic year.
Vritten application.

3) Oral interview in the foreign language.

b. Students completing language'courses at the 300- and 400-levels
who have not yet lived in a country where the foreign language
is spoken nay qualify, but we strongly reconmer4 that students

have at least a minimal (6 irks) immersion experience in the

language before applying.

7. High achievement in at least 18 hours of business/courses and
basic instruction in macro- and micro- economics before'start
of assignment.

3. Persohal qualities., ,such as Maturity, independence, self-reliance,
that will contribute to the successful cbnpletion of an assignment.
The student should he aware that feelings of alienation, loneliness;
and depression usually identified as;flculture shock," are associated
with residence abroad. Mile the experience of a previous stay
abroad is not required, it can be helpful in nreparing the student
to benefit fully from an assignment.

4. Significant previous work experience (usually of at least six-months'

duration). This is not an absolute requirement but is considered
'very helpful,

5.. At least two semesters' (eight months') residence in courses in -the

Department of Foreign Languages and Lilingual Studies.

C. , floMinations are made on a competitive basis and 'Only if the review

Committee determinds that the candidate possesses the qualifications
necessary for successful completion of an asAignment.

. Applications: See faculty advisor for forms and details.

ft APRIL 19e,3
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A 'ORI-(I c1H LANCFAGE :t41OR MAJORS IN HOTEL

AND RhSTA7RANT \ITANAGEMFNT: TRA1NEESHIP.

.2.annie Tapper

,French Qepartment .

T1nAversity of Houston-Centr.S1,-Campus
Houston, TX_77CC4
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A Foreign Language Program for Majors in qotel and Restaurant Management :-/L

The Traineeship
.

The two to three-month summer traineeship in a hotel in Europe is

the raison d'etre of the foreign language, program for majors in Hotel
.

and Waurant Management at the Univerafty of Houston-University Park.

Immediately following a year-long ten semester credit hour language

course, it is the powerful motivator necessary for rapid acquisition

of basic skills in the target language; at the same time, it provides

the occasion for continued improvement in the language and for first-

hand knowledge of the cultural setting of.the language. Without it,

the language program for students in Hotel and Restaurant Management

C.01110 not exist; with it, the program provides, as one student return-,
e

Aing from his Uraineeship, in France has said, one of the mast

sk,

meaningful experiences of a university career.

As far'as we know, the University of Houston's language program for

majors in Hotel and Restaurant Management (HRM) is the first such pro-
)

gram of its kind in the United States'. While developing this new

program has been an extremely interesting experience for all of us in-
,.

volved the going has been difficult and uncertain preciselii because,

for ea language, we "have had to pioneer in an areaktiterto unknown

and are.continuing to navigate through unchar4d rocks and shoals. As

the Hilton College of HRM at the University of Houston has no foreign

language requirement for its majors; our first unknown was whether the

students would respond to the program. For six years now, they haVe in-

deed enrolled in the language coursea; elnd in increasing numbers, even
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though for most students the course credtts have been in excess'of

even the required outside electives. it is apparent to us that it is

the promise of.a traineeship abroad, at the end of a long year of in-
.

Lensive languagq study, which has filled the courses. But how to ob-.

V Lain and organize and operate the traineeships has been another problem;

and here again, no tradition in the College of HRM of systematic and

regular internships abroad could show us the way. For all three languages

in the program--German (1979 1981), French (1982 to the present),

and Spanish (beginning in summer 1985)--the languagew professors have

taken upon themselves all detailpertaining to the internships. The

procedures described in this paper are those followed in organizing the

French traineeships, es it was those traineeships-which I was asked to

develop.

The first obstacle, in my case, was ignorfice. In spring 1981,

when I agreed to initiate the French component of the language program

for HRM students, 1 knew nothing about the hotel business and kneW no
.

.
. .

.

one,in tile industry. 1 can say now that this problem,
,

and all others,

have best been solved through personal contacts--my own and those of

other people with whom 1 have worked. These contacts, coupled with

some formal study and on-site observation (described elsewhere), bave

been indispensable -in guiding me toward a speaking acquaintance with

the hotel industry in France. It was fort e, for example, that the

deans of our College of HRM were members of tie Cornell alumni network,

as one of these alumni is general manager of a large hotel in Paris

hPinnging to the international division of an American cha4n; This
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hotel, 1 Later discovered, is distinguished for its excellent training.

program. The deans of the CAIN of URM also had access:to anothet

'important network, made up of hotel chains who customarily recruit

students graduating ih Hotel and Restaurant Management at the Universitl

oy) Houston. 'The international office of one of these, chains forwarded

fhtroductory letters in my behalf to its large and prestigious hotel'

in Paris. The URN College opened another door for me when they made
e

me their represenkative.on the council of the Houston chapter of the

French-American Chamber of Commerce. Throdheh new ircquaintance in this

'organization, I met a family fatuous in h-ance as caterers ,and chocolate

manufacturers, who were planning ht that time to open a rather large

operation in Houston. Anothef French-American Chambet; of4Ummerce mem.-

ber sent lei:lets introducing me to the officers-in-a French chain with

a new hotel in Houston. A friend-of the chairman of the French Depart-

ment had just signed a contract for the Texas franCise of a chain of

budget class French hotels, and his influence carried me into their

_large/French-operation. ° This Same pc) son' is a fTanchisea of several

hotels in an American chain which, in its international division, ha

tour hotels in France; thr ugh him, I ha oductions to the general

manager of these hotels. Finally, the organ er of the Pis Chamber

of Commerce and indostyy's seminar on the socio-economic situation in

France which I attended in summer 1981 'put me in)ouch, through flet

own family connections, with another French hotel chain which, coinci-
.

dentally,.was building a hotel in Houston.

.Ali of these people have played a part in my continuing
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. or recycling proces), giving me the basic information necessary for

preparing students for traineeships in France. They all received me

Courteously, and all agreed enthusiastically to accept Afterican trainees. bo"
I

During the first summer, 17 traineeships were available, with 15 in

the various hotel chains referred to above and 2 in the elegant and
a

well-known restaurant managed by the caterers planning a branch opera-,

tion in Houston. Their ready agreementjo participate in our project

was due to a variety of motivations. Not the least important of these

was the fact that the program served 'cur mutual interests. .French in-

1
vestors in thktiospitaiitvindustry in the. United States believed they

r

would benefit from the existence of a pool of American employees whom

1

4

-ft

'they had trained themselves. Furthermore, they would profit from the

more wide-spread acquaintance of their product which cooperation with

the University of Houston Would bring. The American students' ability

.10

to communic4e with American clientele in their establishinents in France

during, the tourist season would be anoter advantage.

IHowever,chtUgh the novelty of working with American students in

an American hotel managemenNicollege was appealing,ta vet,y important

fActor in their decisidn to accept our trainee's was that hotels and

restaurants in France art* already accustomed to training students for

careers in their industry. The -kind of experience we were proposing--

the oppoptunity,to learn pew business practices in a foreign country

while perfecting the language of that country--that kind of experience

is built into the cu/riculum of European hotel schools, and the hotels'

cooperation is taken for granted. Language study is required by the

schools as a matter of course, as at least one foreign language is ex-

. 97
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pected of employees i even budget class Motels, and higher quality

hotels have personnkl seeaking at least two foreign languages, of which
r

one must be English. The best European programs in hotel management.

. ndt)only o er but require traineeships abroad. Hotel, schools in

$1-10/rance, Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands, f(4. exam le, have on-

,

going agreements with hotel chains in France, who decide in aboutfarch
.(

of each year how many trainees they can accommodate in their various

) e

0

'hotels. Reciprocally,' French students are placed in hotelsin other

European countries as well as in the United States. It is the hotel

schools,who take the responsibility for 'arranging the traineeships. This

is not difficult, as the hotels; for their part,-feel that it is natural

and desirable to participate in the education of their future employees,.

Many a' hotel has himself been a student trainee in a- foreign

land.

.eligkj

,

all their entinitiasm, French hotel chains recognized Viediffi-

culty, involved in legalizing the presence of American trainees in their

hotels, as the trainees, like their European counterparts,%ould be actually

so".°°...."

I

working in the various departments of the hotel and would be receiving

a small stipend. The next step in setting up the Lraineeships, then,

vias getting in contact with the Centre International d'Etudiants et de

Stagiaires (C.I.E.S.), which would provide the necessary legal framework,

setting up the procedure for enrolling the students in the social se-
.

curity medical coverage and for disbursing the stipend. The final step

in the process was the preparation of the students' dossiers, which,

certifying the students' enrollment in good otankking at the University
\

of Houston, would allow them to abtain a student visa issued by the



.1
Consulate General of France. It is this visa, defining the students

as, student trainees and not employees, which permits the operation of

the traineeships.

In the tiist year of the French traineeships, the.conditions of.

the traineeships differed slightly from company to company;but now,

after two ye'ars' experience, we are able.to negotiate tire same condi-

'Lions for 'each sCudent. participating. The length of the traineeships

has been established at two months; beginning in mid June and endihg

in mid August. As our spring semester endsin mid tlay, this schedule

allows the students a month of travel, it they can afford it, before.

.0.

they begin their work assignment. Experience has taught us to limit

traineeships to hotel chains accustomed to operating training programs

for students in European hotel schools; these prograMs are well con-
/

ceivqd and conscientiously operated. in larger hotels, students are
4*

assigned to the one or two departments they are most ;interested in,_

while the smaller hotels provide experience in all, ippartments. of th

hotel. IA all cases, a student's language 140-el is a factor in his

placement; and as his language im roves, he is provided more occasions

to come in direct contact with the hotel's clients. Students partici-

pate in the around-the-clock scheduling ekpected of all hotel employees.

They work the same number of hours as the regulqr hotel employees, with

two consecutive days off out of seven. While-their stipend amounts to

no more than pocket money, they ate provided full board and a room.

All but two or three each summer have beenhoused in the hotels where

they work. This is by far the best arrangement, from the points of view

not only of convenience but also of economy and security. The only stu-
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dents who 'gave left the traineesh4 program before the end of the

contracted time have been those ot housed in the hotel where they were

wdrking. In 1982, three left the program within 2 weeks, and in 1983,

one left within 2 days. In 1984, all students will have a room in the

hotel providing the traineeship, for the two -month period of their

training. No two students from the University of Houston program are

assigned to the same hotel. The assignments for'1984 are typica -of
r-

-the other .summers: six students -will be in Paris or the near environs

and ten will be in the provinces, scattered from Toarcoing to Karseiii)

and from Toulouse to'Strasbourg. Students must bear all cost of eranN

Atlantic and personal travel; however, those who are placed outside
.

Paris are generally reimbursed for travel between 'Paris and their

'assigned hotels, by the hotel chains themselves. This gesture is indica-.

tive of the spirit of cooperation of the participating hotels.

The evaluation of a program like this inevitably reveals that its

problems stem principally from insufficient or diminishing funding. Such

a program requires not only initial but also continuing planning With

the general managers and training managers of the participating hotels

throughout the year. It needs to provide liaison and monitoring during

the traineeskips, in, order to minimize the problems of a cultural or-

logistical nature which can hinder daptation to a new and difficult

work environment. It would benefit fr pre-traineeship on-site

transition course for the trainees, as well as from an exchange program
.

with a European holtel school.

. Financial probleMs aside, our program, though still embryohic, is

ftoidemonstrably an educ tional triumph. The long-term goals of the.students

each year have included eventual emplOyment in a hotel company with



'international-Interests. Their immediate goals for the traitship.

'period are the followinp to "activate" anti improve the language

they have spent the previous nine months learning; to become acquainted

with the hotel and resVurant business as it is practiced in France,

. and with the French manner of getting work done; to make friends among

their colleague; and finally to ,travel, learn as much as possible

about the country, its people, their-customs, their interests and pr, -

ties, the socio-economic framework of their lives. These are ambits is

goals for a threemonth pert04, and'they are realized only partially.

But no student has returned unchangedfrom his' French internship.

First of all, their ability to use and comprehend the language ha

taken a su 'tantialkleap during their traiheeships. In the three years

of operati of the French program for IIRM.mhjors, the students have

gained, du ing thespiae-month academic course (discussed elsewhere),
o.

an average f 90 points on the College Board achievement test, with thev

individual scones ranging from 30 to 160 points. After the summer in
s.

France, a period of from two to three months, depending upon the students'

financial means, individual gains have ranged from 50 to 110 points,

with the average rise in achievement score at 80, or almost the same

rise as during the a mic year. We know that the. students experience
.

a grat-deal of diff culr ty both linguistically and socially during the

first month of th traineeship, saved, in the cases of those whose

French is weakest, by their knowledge of and experience in the hotel

and restaurant business back home. It is in the second month that they

can.begjn to interact effectively with their supervisors and fellow

employees and begin to achieve a part of their other less tangible
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goals: knowledge of French business, French people and their modes

of life, and of France itself. They return not only m proficient

in the.language they set out to practice on site, bUt also with a

new consciousness of other people and other opportunities, of which

they had had only dim intimations before their summer experience as

hotel management trainees in France.

445
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Department of French
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SO WHAT CAN I DO TOR YOU, YOUNG' LADY?
OR

FACULTY INTEFINSHIAS IN THE PUSINFTS SErTOR

Dr. Joanne Spinale

Coordinator
Department of Modern Languages

Bentley College
Waltham, MA 02254
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After having taught French for ten years at a major Liberal Arts
v.!

university in the. Boston Area, I accepted the 'challenge of a:new

position to creat and direct the Modern. Languages Program at a small

private suburlan business institution. The transition from one °pro-

fessional context to another was relatively smooth, except for

preliminary case of "culture shock':-What does one do when one's

departmental offerings are only non restricted electives in.a buyer's

`market of accountancy, financ,rcbmputer science, management and

marketing"majors?

There was one viable remedy! rwould make the "business con
. .

nection" and somehow acquire the practical co4

A
ercial experience a d

expertise needed to "fit" in an edtcAtional context catering to

pro'essionalifY-oriented students. But, how?

After brainstorming to the point of migraine one day, I immediately

ran t3 the yellow page's. Searching under "A", I went frrom "abrasives ".

to "acordians" to "accounting", finally finding "advertising," a long-\
,

time fantasy for me. Determined, 'I went to the first advertising

agency listed alphabetically, armed only with nerve, good intentions,

a crisp new copy of my resume. +0.

What would I say? I asked mys6.,lf, fearing the possibility of

encou: tering a secretarial cerberus'at the reception desk. Wi h a Mona

.Lisa sm:1-eikad an edge of emergency, I requested tb see the president

of the:agency.

Nho is calling?" snapped the secretary dryly.

"Dr. Spinale," was my assertive reply, while slipping my Ph.D in

RonAnce Languages into my back pocket momentarily, and atLempting to

apviar as a colleague of Marcus Welby,

104,
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"Oh, yes, yes!" stuttered the §ecretary," jiist a second ... go

right i n . . . " Sher- assumed that my mission must _6e of major medical

thlyimportance. Ah, that "Dr." in front of my me was deceiv_14.

z

Two minutes later, I waltzed into the pre ident's office.

R.B., the pr11 esident, ( h could have eakily passed for the

Godfather)', was much too preoccppied with a phone Call to question or
:-

dispute my presence in the inner sanctum, or to buzz security to evict

me. What would I say to this' pear-shaped-napoleonic ad executive?

"So what can I do for you, young lady?" Heiwas speaking to me!

Mustering my courage, I-proceeded with my plea: was a professr

and director of Modern Languages at.a business college, with no, -

experience in 'this realms In.order"to effectively "sell" my subject

to students in.good faith, I needed to know where my ft ield of kpecial-

i,cation would '!Se useful in the world of marketing, public relations,

promotions, andadvertising. I handed him my resume. 'Would he. allow me

to be a summer intern in his agency?

"I don't have the time-to read' your vita, what .do you have to
7--

offer?" he grunted. I felt as if he had stepped on my tongue.

Without a modicum 61 modesty, I looked the president straight its

the eye and proclaimed as if reciting from the Girl Scout handbook:

"I am intelligent, hard-working, creative, and eager to learn!"

"Start tomorrow," were the two words that was hungry to hear,

and he was.cranting.my wish to my amazement and delight!

hat transpired during that summer changed my entireself-imaje

and - 1$0ed my esteem in the eyes of my coll guli in busines's
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dfscilineS. I was a "luxury" or an elective in the hallowed hall
,

f of business studies, but Phad made an e?fort td learn how to link

with other .departments .atithe:college. Insteed of arcoutcast,

became a, celebrity:
. 4

Students were "sold" on Modern Languages by my "spiel." about on-

4

thejtib experienceand anecdotes .on how I could' catch cultdrally inac-
.

curate or dfensive marketing mistakes ecause of my foreign languag,

background, ultimSte)y saving.money and ce for the agency.,

rr

.

In addition to writing press releases, editing,advextising

.

campaigns,, and composing "spots", for radio and television, r was, 4

trained in the office by the President and the creatiye direct6r to
%

create and produce commercial's. My sensitivity and aptitude. for
. ..

.

language enabled fie to\become a maser at 'verbal' tollqball,"'Words
-.> . .

. CLS ' a
and cross-cultural insights wereAimportant in advertising .as n ,

.

academia. Consequently, all of the agency's public relations accounts

with ethnic overtones were automatically assigned to me!.

Three of mycommercials aired on local television stations.

Students 4nd colleagues who saw them, discussed their conception and pro-
.

duction with me at length. My professional expertise surpassed the

mastery of irrelflar verbs.

The president .of the agency, who generously gave me a chance, to

learn and explore a new world at the Ieginning of the summer was now

paying. me for my services because I had become a valuable resource and,

at the bottom line, was actually making money for him and lending an

auraof prestige to B.H., and M. Inc. as the resident "language

specialist.
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The fringe benefits, aside from ego buildihs 0 Pieer elation,

included countless invitations to\media-spooso thsOcialtvents,.a

marvelobsmeans of introduction to others n al,1 aspects of com-
b

munications.

When the.summer came to a close, it was somewhat difficult to

calm dovn and resume the placid life.of a professor. I had definitely/

changed and grown professionally. Jhe supreme compliment was the

agency's offer to retain my services as a part-time consultant!' Moi!

My success in the wild kingdom of an advertising agency prompted

Jilt.Me to climb hi r. The next summer, I talked my way.irito an intern-.

ship inith outrageous arena of the promotions Ipartment of Boston's
.ed

WBE radio ane,television (number one in the'ampa!). What began-as.a ".

nine to,five job dreaming up- and processing upbeat contests, wrfting

catchy prulcs and press releases, logging, radio traffic, and planning

coMercials an'd zdvertisements, evolved into a' 5 a.m. to 5 p.m. day,

when the produoer of the Dave Maynard Show, a popular morning program,

invited me to assist in its co-production, It was an olfer I could not refuse!
o

The. privilesed dualiaty of my internship issued job offers, invaluable

marketing experience, on-hands use of the computer as a radio production

aid, access to a vast communications network in the northeast, and entry..

into the most_ creative context of my professional life.

My internships in advertising, radio production, promotions,. and

public relations were instrumental in enabling me to gain k_redibility and

respect in the eyes of both the business faculty and students at Bentley .

College, and in increas:ng the enrollments in Modern Languages, 300%!
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ColleagLies in foreign languages, do nothesitate.to fulfill

your fantasies:,-make thE-Thusintss. connecticA"!. Internships are

not only, for students. Most employers would be happy to have

conscientious adults work for making a worthy contribution

while learning.,, An internship is a valuable multi-dimensional

experience that is conducive to adventure,, Stimulation, personal'

and pro-ftssionakeyelopment anCthe establishment of contacts.

Bring your experience back to your students and to your colleagues!

By the way, next summer, I will be interning in television.

The possibilities are limitless!

4
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The ACTWETS Oral Proficiency Interview:

A Speaking.Test.forMultilevel Lanicage Programs

4
,(Revised version of a speech derivered at the Eastern Michigan University

Conference on Languages for Business and the Professions, Dearborn, Michigan,

Saturday, April. 7, 11984)

by J. Sanford Dugan

In a review of the history of language testing in this yentury, -Bernard

Spolsky (1978) identifies three principal trends, the piescien iiic, the

psychometric-structuralist, and the integrative sociolingu-isti In the
\-

---
pre-scientific trend, which dominated until 1952 and whichmay still be used

as an informal measure in the classroom, the evaluation of language performance

was entirely a matter' of the judgment of an expdrienced teacher. Implied in

this account is the lack of ai,standardized procedure and terminology by which

raters could identify levels of profiCiency. In the early 1950's, Spolsky

continues, this approach was attacked as being unreliable; the results of

such tests were not readily.reproducible,p.nd; hence, suspect. The.psychometic-

structuralist trend seeks to contribute to language testing a scientific rigor

offered by techniques in psychology and a sound thecrretical basis offered by

psycholpgy and linguistics. These contributions, made over three decades.

have bee significant,significant, but problems remain. The demands of the scientific

approac require the making df tests that have reproducible results. This

is most eadily achieved in the short-answer, multivle-choice for which

works well in the reading and listening modes but is less praCtical in the.

. speaking"mode and not feasible for composition and interview tasks. The

-1-
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contribution of structural 1 Uistic thLry is to define language as an entity
gem,.

.having perceivable and4 hence, learnable patterns. These patterns serve as stn

organizirw, basis for the scientifically constructed test and a guide for

generating the discrete-point items characteristic of thositests. Spolsky
/--

notes thaC'the psychometic-structuraliSt trend does not fulfill entirely the

dimensions of the tasks required in Lhe pre-sic trend, which allows for

't
:face-to-face exchange and written compositions. But it does motivate those,

1

working in that model& improve techniques in an eff..ort to achieve greater
. .

.

reliability. The third trend identified by Spolsky, associated with a 19 1 study

/46In B, Carroll, emphasizes the importance of the "communicative ef ect" of

an utterance and the necessity of approaching the "normal communicat °ive

situation" in testing: The first part,of this definition assumes that language
"14

use is more than just the dotal of discrete parts of that tests s Id tap the

integrative ability that allows the language user to manipulate language ef-

4 fectively. The second aspect of this trend emphasizes using the language in a

Lest situation parallel to that in which users normally perform. This involved

measuring the candidate's overall ability to perform and.allowing for varieties

of ways to handle a given specific situation.

4
In her extensive review of the Alstory of foreign langua education,

Judith E. Liskin-Gasparro (1984, pp. 17-18) sketches' an outline of what t known

about the discipline from antiquity to the present. In passages on the teaching

of foreign languages in the United States br17747 twentieth cent* she points

out that the- roots of the aural-oral method reach back prior to Worlel War II

to a project under the sponsors ip of the American Council of Learned' Societies

and the Rockefeller Foundatio This intensive training method, which combines

explanations of language st ucture by linguists and hours of drill and oral

practice with native speake ,-was applied mainly to uncommonly taught language

and was adopted by the U.S. Armed Services during he World War II. Following
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the War, what had become known as the "Army Method" was carried on in the

Foreign Service Inqtitute and in certain schools and universities. JV

cll

Now, as 1 have dicated, the major contribution of the psychometic-
0

structuralist trend is a set of welliestablished, standardized 'examinaticins.

*

whose reliAbility and validity are demonstrable, at least for the listening

and reading skills. At the time this trend was being established in the early

1950's steps were being taken that led to establishing a test for foreign

languages speaking ability whose reliability and validity are also high and

which is gaining wide currency today. This development, as.described by Claudia

P. Wilds (1975),and Randall L. Jones (1975), occurred at the Foreign Service

Institute, a school responsible for training employees'of the U.S. Department

of State for overseas assignments. The impetus, very practical in nature, was

the realization in 1952 that no inventory of foreign lanivage skills existed

for Department of State personnel. There was a clear reed for a standard

measure of the skills that would be used by foreign service officers, namely

speaking and reading. The F.S.I. sought to develop a method that would produce

consistent results and a set of descriptions that would indicate clearly to the

potential employer, that is, the U.S. 4mbassy abroad, what were the capabilities

5

of the prospective employee. It Was these descriptions and a notion of the stages

through which learners progress that were missing in the pre-scientific trend.

By 1956 tilt oral interview test was being used in a practicable form, and in

the summer of 1958 a mandatory testing program was instituted by the Department

of State. Other U:S. agencies ding employees abroad, such as the U.S.

Information Agency, the U.S. Agency for International Developme9t, and others,

followed suit. The number of languages tests given by government agencies by

1967 was on the order of 3,000 per year in 40 different languages.: The follow

year, an ad-hoc committee of those various government agencies, later to'be

f
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as the Interagency Language Roundtable, workediout a broad de einition of

language behavior characteristics that applies to the diverse languages. and

.rates performance at different levels (Jones, 1975, p. 1).

It was during the 1960's that the F.S.I. interview procedure and rating

ecale
of oral proficiency began to move outside the government and into the

academic 'sector when the Educational Testing Seryice took over le task of

rating Peace Corps trailkeeS. (Laskin-Gasparro; 1984,.p. 22). Following that,

4

E.T.S, deVeloped pr*!edures and standards for certification in bilingual education

in various states with a large Spanish-speaking population. During. those years

the F.S.I. procedure was in continuous use ingovernment agencies. The major

impetus that has brought the procedure to the attention of academics throughout

the country is a growing concern about a desire to improve foreign languages

education. This was articulated in the Presidens Commission Report of 1979

entitled "Strength Through Wisdom." That document declared not only the general

lack Of proficiency in foreign languages among the nations's populace but also

the lack of widely accepted standards of proficiency. With the incentive of

. grants from public and private sources ACTFL and ETS began to develop training

workshops that are designed to give partiqiipants skills in 'rating samples of

speech and in eliciting speech from candidates in a face-to-face interview. it

was at one such workshop held in California last September that i received my

training and the impetus to pursue interview testing. These workshops are

gradually disseminating the pratedure into various parts of the country. Recently

ACTFL has announced approval of funding for three important projects that are

aimed at the goal of establishing widely recognized proficiency standards. One

is to develop proficiency guidelines in Russian and other less commonly taught

languages. A second, supported by the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary.-

Education and the -EXXON Education Foundation, is to support the establishment

1

of a Permanent Regional Center for Language at the University of Pennsylvania.

The third, with support from the Department of Education, is to put into place
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a proficiency -based component for teacher certification in the state of Texas.

Another indication of the current recognition given to the procedure that

is variously called the FSI, DLL (Defense Laquilg s Institute), or ILR

LI(Interagency Language Roundtable) interview use in research% A recent

collection of articles on research in language learriing edited by John W. Oiler,

Jr., gives a prominent/tee to the FSI interview (011er 1983). In another area,.

thq kr1: has recently begun to offer the Test of Spoken English, a speaking test

that can be administered in language laborator',' throughout the world; the

candidates' tapes are then .sent to ETS for s ng. The criterion variable

used in developing the various parts of this test was the FSI interview. ;.ort'ber-

more, I have learned that high schoyl students taking the achievement test in
411

a foreign langualeViill soon have to do a telephone interview in the langUage,

With the rapid advanced in telecommunications that have surprised experts in

the)fast few year (Wellborn, 1984), the face-to-face interview on 'video may

become readily available sooner that we think.

Description of the Oral Proficiency Interview

From the point of View of an uninformed spectator the interview appears

to be a conversation between two or, sometimes, three people lasting ten to

thirty minutes and usually including a role play in which the speakers participate

in a spontaneous dialogue based on a randomly selected situation. From the point

of view of 'the interviewee or candidate the interview may seem anything from

satisfying to agonizing depending upon what he or she perceives itslurpose

)be. If it is seen as placement procedure in,ended to determine the most ap-
.

proPriate level of entryinto a foreign language program, it will probably seem

innocuous. If ft is meant to decide a grade or eligibility for certification,

it may seem more forbidding. During thg course of the inter) the candidate

should experience moments of discomfort when b ift:pushed beyond the highest

-5-
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level of performance, but, at the end of the interv0e-W, there should be an

overall feeling1 of accomplishment. From the point'of view of thg interviewer,

a well conducted interview proceeds under to control. It has four cltarly

defined phases;-Bch question, while not determ ed ahead of time, has definite

purpoge designed to yield an overall rating of performance which is based on

descriptions of language behavior at var us levels. These descriptions,

mentioned above, are derived from a composite of observations tat have occurred

over decades of experience with this, procedure.

'During the course'of the interview the interviewer is involved simultaneously

in doing two things, eliciting samples of speech behavior and rating
1

those samples

to build up an overall rating at one of the various levels. 'These tasks are

interactive in that a preliminary rating made early in the interview will

, determine the kind of questions that are.. asked, and, conversely, the questions

yield responses that may change the rating as the interview progresses. The

interviewer develops the skill of estimating roughly the candidate's level and

then adapting subsequent questions to elicit responses that will permit a more

precise rating,.

A

The description of the various levels is provided in the handout along with

I

a comparison between the descriptions used by the FSI and those adopted by ACTFL/

NETS. Included atso are three pages showing the functional trisection (functions,

content, accuracy), which is an abbreviated scale that aids the interviewer in.

reaching a determination of the candidate's level.

Figure One shows the phases of the interview. In the initial phase a few

polite questions that almost any candidate should answer with no difficulty are

used to put'tlie candidate at ease., The interviewer will then ask progressively

more difficult questions in an attempt to make a first determination of the
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candidate'slevel. When the candidate is answering comfortably at a given

level, the interviewer then probes with higher level questions trying to push

the candidate to alioint where the latter can no longer use the language

successftily. When this point of linguistic btl'eakdown is reached, the inter-

viewer usually comes back to quekions at the highest sustained level and. should

alternate one or two more times between the point of linguistic breakdown and

the highest comfortable level in orddr to establish atrue ceiling, beyond which

Pr
the candidate. cannot function, and a true floor, where 'the candidate's speech

is dt one level but occasionally reaches into the next upper level. Although

there may be peaks into the next higher level, there is no maifttained activity

at that level, and the rating must be-at the lower level. At some point the

inte,rvfewer will select -one :or two role play situations which have been typed

out on file cards. The candidate reads the situation in English (or his/her
. A

native tongue); and then, interviewer and candidate engage in a.spontaneous.--,,,,*-!

dialogue based on that situation. This gives the candidate an opportunity to

show skills in manipulating a conversation so that it is'not the interviewer

who is always initiating a line of dicourse. The final phase of the Interview

always returns to a level and a topic that the candidate hAndles easily. In

this phase the interviewer has a final chance to make adjustments in ,he. rating,

and the candidate leaves with the feeling of being able to use t language

successfully.

Figure Three shows what applications the Oral Profici Interview might

have in business language programs. Op the, left are types of tests. The inter-

view would not be particularly applicable as'a test of specific aterial covered,

as in an achievement, a mastery, or a progreSs test. The procedure wotil.d not

work well as a diagnostic or aptitude test. For placement, however, it has

some value, except that it would be less practical for large-scale since it is

-7-
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very-time.consuming to adminster. As a4proficiency test giving an overall.
..,

rating and description of how a candidate performs in speaking the language

it is'very appropriate. As such, it could be effectively used as an exit exam

fOr a language training program or to streen.applicants for interships.

In the latter regard, it is useful to compare the oral proficiency interview

with the oral interview of the various diploma examinations offered by foreign

,agencies. Figure.Four presents a comparison under four headings, Protedure,

SUbject Area, Critieria, and Report.

Under Procedure it is clear that only the ACTFT /ETS interview permits a

one-on-one setting; the others require a panel of at least two or'more evaluators.

The single-evaluator set-up has the advantage of flexibility but the disadvantage

'of possible bias.

The subject area of the diploma examinations is specifically tied to

economics, 'commerce, and business administration; to That extent, the are more

in the Ihievement test category. While the ACTFL/ETS procedure does not specify

an area of expertise, it does require, at the higher levels, that the candidate

demonstrate the capability of functioning in a professAional field; the subject

matter of questions could be oriented toward the business area.

Under the heading of Criteria the ACTFL/ETS procedure offers more specifics

in terms of linguistic behavior. The descriptions provided by the agencies

sponsoring the diploma Ocaminations tend to define the language' behavior in

terms of the functions tó be carried out, such as discuss a current topic of

economic interest? or'summarize the information in a given written text. Within

that definition they usually accept performance that shows eiffective communication.

The ACTFL/ETS functional trisection gives several points of detail describing

language behavior in function, context, and accuracy at four different levels.

Furthermore, these descriptions grow out of the FSI tradition, which is based on

-8-
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years of practical experience.

Finally, in the area.of the Report, the - diploma tests furnish certification

of performance, while the ACTFL/ETS procedure has not yet been associated with

'universilliertification. The diploma tests are a pass/fail affair\ There is

no distinction of lejels, although one does give an overall grade)and all have

a system of rating that allows distinguishing those candidates who do especially

well. Furthermore, those oral examg.are contingent upon success in the written tests;

scores from the oral test are not admitted unless the candidate asses the written

examination. The ACTFL/ETS procedure has no failing score and is \lot depCndent on

a written test. I should be emphasized that these rating are based on a specific

description of linguistic behavior .which is demonstrated in the interview.

An important question that needs to be explored is this:. what level of

the ACTFL/ETS scale corresponds to the three diploma level tests? No extensive.

empirical work on this has been reported. I might hazard a ,guess that a student

at the Advanced level, having adquately prepared the material(vocabulary,

concepts, etc.) of the syllabus; could pass the diploma. Whether an Interinediate

level student with equally sound preparation in the syllabus could success is

problematical..

In conclusion, it is clear that the ACTFL/ETS Oral Proficiency Interview is

a well-grounded, useful proCedure that has won wide interest in the academic

commu / ty and has begun to gain acceptance as a standard measure oL;.performance

in speaking foreign' languages. It offers the possibility of becoming a firmly

estalished method for assessing skills in face-to-face situations demanding

effeCting speaking skills.

118
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Figure 111

Uses for the Oral Proficiency Interview in a Business Language Program
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screening applicants for
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4
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Figure IV

A Comparison of Various Oral Tests ,

Test Procedure Subject Area Criteria

ACTFL/ETS OPI
'(T,G,S, etc.)

1 on 1; 10 to 30
minutes

Varies depending on Functional trisection

CCIM (Spanish) Panel (3 MI 1); 35
minube.s

Commerce, current .

topic
Effective communication

c

r:

CCIP (French)

DWD Consortium
(5 groups) (German) 2 on 1 15 min.

(15 min. prep.)

1 on 1 times 51 hr.
15 minutes

* Contingent upon passing written part.

124

41)
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S

Economics, Commerce,
Business Admin.

Topic releVant to
Business Adminstration

Effective cemmuncation

Effective communcation

Report

Not yet un
(4 level

rsal

Diploma* (including)
letter grade)

Diploma* (with
mentions)

Diploma* (with
distinctions)
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ACADEMIC (ACTFL/ETS) RATING SCALE

NO ABILITY IN THE LANGUAGE

Novice Low

Unable to function. in iine spoken language. Oral production is limited to
occasional isolated words. Essentially no communication ability.

Novice Mid

Able to operate only in a very limited capacity within very predictable
areas of need. Vocabulary limited to that necessary to express simple
elementary needs and basic courtesy formulae. Syntax is fragmented,
inflections and word endings frequently omitted, confused or distorted and
the majority of utterances consist of isolated words or short formulae.
Utterances do not show evidence of creating with language or being able to/ cope with the simplest situations. They are marked by repetition of an
interlocutor's words as well as by frequent long pauses. Pronunciation is
frequently unintelligible and is strongly influenced- by first language.
Can, be understood only with difficluty, even by persons such as teachers
who are used to speaking with non-native speakerl's.

Novice High

Able to satisfy immediate needs using learned utterances. There is no
real autonomy of expression, although there are some emerging signs of
spontaneity and flexibility. There is a slight increase in utterance
length but frequent long pauses and repetition of interlOcutor's words may
still occur. Can questions or make statements with reasonable
accuracy only where this involves short memorized utterances or formulae.
Most utterances are telegraphic and word \endings are often omitted,
confused or distorted. Vocabulary is limited, to areas of immediate
survival needs. Can produce most phonemes but when they are combined in
words or groups of words, errors are frequent and, in spite of repetition,
may severely inhibit communication even with persons used to dealing with
such learners. Little development in stress and intonation is evident.

Intermediate Low

Able to satisfy basic survival reds and minimum courtesy requirements.
In areas of immediate need or on very familiar topics, can ask and answer
simple questions, initiate and respond to simple statements, and maintain
very simple face-to-face conversations. When asked to do so, is able to
forthulate some questions with limited constructions and much inaccuracy.
Almost every utterance contains fractured syntax and other grammatical
errors.." Vocabulary inadequate to express anything but the most ellementary
needs. Strong interference from L1 occurs in articulation, stress and
intonation. Misunderstandings frequently arise from limited vocabulary
and grammar and erroneous phonology but, with repetition, can gerierally be
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understood by native speakers in regular contact with foreigners
attempting to speak their language. Little precision in information
conveyed owing to tentative 'state of grammatical development and little orno use of modifiers.

Intermediate Mid

Able to satisfy sorhe urvival needs and some limited social demands. Someevidence of grammatical accuracy in basic construcions, e.g.,
subject-verb agreement, noun-adjective agreement, some notion of
inflection. Vocabulary permits discussion of topics beyond basic survival
needs, e.g. , personal history, leisure time activities. Is able to
formulate some questions when asked to do so.

Intermediate High
tp

Able to satisfy most survival needs and limited social demands.
Developing flexibility in a range of circumstances beyond immediate
survival needs. Shows spontaneity in language production but fluency is
very uneven. Can initiate and sustain a general 'conversation but has little,
understAding of the social conventions of conversation. The
commoner tense forms occur but errors are frequent in formation and
selection. Can use most question forms. While some word order is
established, errors still occur in more c.om*iex patterns, Cannot sustain
coherent structures in longer utterances or unfamiliar situations.
Ability to describe and give precise information is limited. Aware of
basic cohesive features (e. g. , pronouns, verb inflections), but many are
unreliable, especially if less immediate in reference. Extended discourseis largely a series of short, discrete utterances.- Articuli.on is
comprehensible to native speakers used to dealing with foreigners, and can
combine most phonemes with i\easonable comprehensibility, but still has
difficulty in producing certain sounds, in certain positions, or in
certain combinations, and speech will usually be labored. Still has to
repeat utterainces frequently to be understood by the general public. ble
to.produce narration in either past or future.

Advanced

Able to satisfy routine social demands and limited work requirements. Can
handle with confidence but not with ,facility most social situations
including introductions and casual conversations about Current events, as
well as work, family, and autobiographical information; can handle limited work
requirements, needing help in handling any complications or difficulties.
Has a speaking vocabulary sufficient to respond simply with some
circumlocutions; accent, though often quite faulty, is intelligible; can
usually handle elementary constructions quite accurately but does not
have thorough or confident control of the grammar.

bfr
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A dvaliced Plus

Able to satisfy Mbst work requirements and show some ability to
communicate on concrete topics relating to particular interests and
special fields of competence. Often shows, remarkable fluency and ease of
speeCh, but under tension or pressure language may break down.
Weaknesses or unevenness in one of the foregoing or -in pronunciation
regult in occasional miscommunication. Areas of weakness range from
simple constructions such as plurals, articles-, prepositions, and negatives
to more complex structures such as tense usage, passive constructions,
word order, and relative clauses. Normally 'controls general vocabular)s
with some 'groping for everyday vocabulary still evident.

Superior

Able to speak the language. with sufficient structural accuracy and
vocabulary to participate effectively in most formal and informal
conversations on practical, social and professional topics. Can discuss
particular interests and special fields of competence with reasonable
ease. Vocabulary is broad enough that rarely has to grope for a word;
accent may be obviously foreign; control of grammar good; errors virtually
never interfere with understanding and rarely disturb the native speaker.

12



Level

0

ILL t RATIN.° SCALE

NO FUNCTIONAL ABILITY IN THE LANGUAGE

U

Able to §atisfy immediate needs using learned utterances.
There is no real autonomy of expression, although there may
be some emerging signs of spontaneity and flexibility.
There is a slight increase in utterance length but frequent
long pauses and repetition of interlocutor's words still
occur. Can ask questions or make statements with reasonable

Level accuracy only where this involves she64,memorized utterances'
0+ or formulae. Most utterances are. telegraphic and word

endings (both inflectional and non-inflectional) are often
omitted, conftised or distorted. Vocabulary is limited to
areas of immediate survival needs. Can differentiate most
phonomes when produced in isolation but when they are
combined in words or groups of words, errors are frequent
and, even with repetition, may severely inhibit communication
even with persons used to dealing with such learners.
Little development in stress and intonation is evident.

06

4

Able to satisfy basic survival needs and minimum courtesy
requirements. In areas of immediate ne4ds or on,Very
familiar topics, can ask and answer simple questions-, can
ask directions, initiate and respond to.simple statements;
and maintain very simple fac to-face conversations.
(Within the scope of very li ited language experience can

facto -face

understand simple questions and statements, allowing for
Level slowed speech, repetition or paraphrase.) When asked to
1 do so, is able to,formulate.some questions with'limited

constructions and much inaccuracy., Almost every utterance .

e contains fractured syntax and other grammatical errors.
Vocabulary- inadequate to express anything but the most
elementary needs. Strong interference' from the native
langUage occurs in articulation, stress and intonation.
Limited vocabulary and gtammar and erroneous phonology
frequently cause misunderstandings on the part of the .

11
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interlocutors. With repetition-such speaker can make

himself understood to native speakers in regular contact

Level with foreigners. Little precision in information conveye

1 owing-to tentative state of grammatical development and

(Cont'd) little or no usAof modifiers.

/.

Able to satisfy most survival needs and limited social demands.
Developing flexibility in a.range of Circumstances beyond
immediate survival needs.' Shows spontaneity in language
production but fluency is very uneven. Can initiate and

sustain a gederalconversation but has little understanding

of the social conventions of conversation. Limited vocabu-

lary range necessitates hesitation and circumlocution. The

commoher forms referring to present, past-and future occur
but errors are frequent in formation and selection. Can use

most question forms. While some word order is established
errors"still occur in more complex patterns. Cannot sustain

coherent structures in longer utterances or unfamiliar situa-

Level tions. Ability to describe and give precise information is

1+ 9 limited. Aware of basic cohesive features (e.g., pronouns,
verb inflections), but many are unreliable, especially if less

immediate in reference. Accuracy in elementary constructions

is evident although not consistent. Extended discourse is

largely a series of short, discrete utterances. Articulation

is comprehensible to native speakers used to dealing with

foreigners, and can combine most phonemes with reasonable
comprehensibility but still has difficulty in, producing
certain sounds in certain positions, or in certain combina-
tons, and speech will usually be labored. Still has to

re eat utterances frequently to-be understood by the general

publ c. Able to produce quite consistent narration in either

past or future,.

Able to satisfy routine demands and limited work reqpirements.

Can handle with confidence but not.with facility molt social

situations including introductionsiand casual conversations
about current-evenea,-as well as Work, family, and autobio-
graphical information; can handle limited work requirementp,

Level needing help in handling'any complications or difficultieg.

2
(Can get the gist of most conversations on non-technical
subjects (i.e., topics which require no specialized knowledge.)

Can give directions from one place to another. Has a speaking

vocabulary sufficient to respond simply with some circumlocu-
tions; accerit,.though often quite faulty, is intelligible;

w.

can usually handle elementary constructions quite accurately

but does not have thorough or confident control of the grammar.
A
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Level
2+

Able to satisfy. more work requirements and show some ability
to Communicate on concrete topics relating to particular
interests and special fields ofcompetence. Often shows
remarkable fluency and ease of speech but under tension or
pressure language may break down. Generally (strong in either
grammar or vocabulary but not in both. Weaknesses or uneven-
ness in one of the foregoing or in pronunciation result in
occasional miscommunication. Areas of weakness range from
simple construrtions,such as plurals, articles, prepositions,
and negatives to more complex structure such as tense usage,
passive constructions, word order, and relative clauses.
Normally controls general vocabulary' with some groping for
everyday vocabulary still evident.

Able to speak the language with sufficient, structural accuracy
and vocabulary to participate effectively in most formal ana
informal conversations on practical, social and professional

Level topics. Can discuss particular interests and special fields
3 of competence with reasonable ease. (COmprehension is quite

complete for a normal rate of speech.) Vocabulary is broad,,
enough that rarely has to grope for a word; accent may be
obviously foreign; control of grammar good; errors virtually
never interfere with understanding and rarely disturb the
native speaker.

Able to speak the language with sufficient structural accuracy
and vocabulary to use it, on some levels normally pertinent to
professional needs. Shows strength above the base level in

Level one or more but.not all of the following: vocabulary, fluency
3+ or grammar. May exhibit hesitancy which indicates uncertainty

or effort in speech or grammatical errors which limit the
level despite obvious strengths in pronunciatioh, fluency,
vocabulary or sociolinguistic cultural factors.

Level
4

Able to use the language fluently and accurately on all levels
normally pertinent to professional needs. Can (understand and)
participate in any conversation within the range of own personal
and professional experience taken for a native speaker, but
can responde appropriately even in unfamiliar situations;
errors of pronunciation and grammar quite rare; can handle
informal interpreting from and into the language.
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Level
4+

Speaking proficiency sometimes equivalenthto that of a
well- educated native speaker but cannot sustain performance.
Weaknesses may lie in breadth of vocabulary and idiom;.
.colloquialisms, pronunciation, cultural references or in
not responding in a.totally .native manner.

Speaking proficiency equivalent to that of a well-educated
native speaker. Has complete fluency in the language such

Level that speech' on all levels.is fully,accepted by educated
5 native speakets in all ofits features, including breadth

.

of vocabulary and idiom, colloquialisms and pertinent
cultural references.

Correlation of the ACTFL/ETS and ILR Rating Scales

ACTFL/ETS

NOvice Low

,Novice Mid

ILR

0

Novice High 01/

Intermediate Low 1

Intermediate Mid 1

Intermediate High iJ

AdvanCed'% 2

Advanced 1 21

Superior 3

3/

4

. 11

5"
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FUNCTIONAL TRISECTION OF ORAL PROFICIENCY LEVELS
'

.
.

(1,'ductationta rTiest-7mf, Service. 171'S Oral ProficiencyOral Testing Manual. Pri,nceton, 1.1.j., 19-r())Proficiency
Level J Function

(Tasks accomplished,

attitudes expressed,
tone conveyed),

Context

(Topics, subjects
areas, activities
and jobs addressed)

Accuracy

(Acceptability, quality
nd accuracy of message
conveyed)

5

(Superior)

Functions equivalent
to an.educated na-
tive speaker (ENS).

All subjects.
Performance equivalent
to an ENS.

4

(Superior)

Able to tailor lan- 3' All topics normally
guage to fit audience, pertinent to pro-
counsel, persuade, ne- fessional needs.
gotiate, represent a

point of view and in-
terpret for dignitar-
ies.

4

Nearly equivalent to an
ENS. Speech is exten-
sive, precise, appro-
priate to every occa-
sional errors.

3

(Superior)

Can converse in for-,
mal and informal'

situations, resolve
problem situations,
deal with unfamiliar
topics, provide ex-
planations, describe
in detail, offer
supported opinions,
and hypothesize.

Practical, social pro-
fessional and abstract
topics, partiCular in-
terests, and special
fields of competence.

Errors never interfere

with understanding and
rarely disturb the na-
tive speaker. Only
sporadic errors in basic
structures-.1:-

2

(Advanced)

Able to fully par-
ticipate in casual
conversations, can
express facts, give
instructions, describe
report, and pr vide
narration abou
current, past d

future aclkivit es.

Concrete topics such
as own background,

family, interests,
work, travel, and
current events.

Understandable to native
speaker not used to
dealing with foreigners

sometimes miscommunicates.

1

(Intermedi-
. ate)

Can create with the
language, ask and
answer questions,
participate in 4

short. conversa-
. tions.

Everyday survival
topics and courtesy

requirements.

Intelligible to native
speaker used to deal-
ing with foreigners

-Pet.

No functional
ability.

None. Unintelligible.

*Novice Level is not discussed here.
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Sample Situations

You are in Puenos Aires and you have to travel to Mexico
City. You go to a,travel agent to inquire about, travel
rrangements. Ask the agent.:

1. The best way to get there.
P. How long it takes.
3. How much it.costs.

-41. When you can depart.
5: The' kest way to get to the airport. '

You cal] a friend.
1. Invite him/her to an informal party for Saturday evening.
P. Tell him/her who will be there:
3. Ask him/her to bring a couple of fr'ends.'
)1. Ask if she/he needs directions to get to your house. 4

You bought a pair of shoes. When you try them on again at
home, they don't fit and you also decide that you hate the
style. You go back to the store.

1. 7xplain to the clerk why you want; to return the shoes.
P. Tell the clerk you want your refund in cash, even

though the store's policy is only to give credit when
merchandise ..,1J returned.

We realize you may not have the exact vocabulary for this
situation, but do the best you can to make yourself understood.

Your national soccer team is Arlaying against an American
tea m in the U.S. Gspvinc o the man at the ticket window
of the stadium'that he sh lid le't you in even though he
-says that there are4 no t' kets.deft.

We realize that you may not have the exact vocabulary for this
situation, but do th- st you can to make yourself understood.

AO
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